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Chanter 2 , .Instruction Buffer Unit 

2.1 Function of the Instruction Buffer Unit 

2.1.1 Introduction 

The Instruction Buffer Unit (IBU) supplies ;functions·tq the 

primary Operand Unit (PRoP) in the instruction sequence required by 

the curront process. In particular, the IBU is designed such that 

tho effect that a control transfer has on a process sequence. is the 

minimum compatible with the eng~neering effort and hardware available 

for this unit. 
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It has been shown that for many programs, an average of' 65 out of 

evory 100 tost instructions cause a control transfer, with a subsequent 

disruption of the instruction flow. If the IBU could ~remembor; the 

results of' tests and supply to PROP the same sequence of instructions 

used the previous time a test was obeyed, then it :,ould be possible to 
. . 

reduce the number of disl~ptions to the inStruction flow. 

The ideal.solution would be that where PROP Control detected a 

control transfer, the required out of sequence instruction would be in 

the pipefine, and be the next to be obeyed. -To realise this si tuat.ioi.1. 

would require an IBU of'impractical complexity, so a compromise arrangement 

has been adopted which still offers a sig ifi~ant improvement. The 

statistical information which assisted the design of. this unit is 

'available in another document (L~A.Taylor), and so will not be discussed 

heree 

2.1.2 lEU Orga isation 

The IBU may be considered as consisting of three main sections:-

(a) Data flow ~d control 

(b) store request system 

(0) Jump trace. 

The remainder of thi,s section provides a g. neral outline of the functions 

of the above, while detail~d information is contained in the succeeding' 
·0 

sections of this chapter. The Imi is shown in schematic form on di ag am 

2/FIG.l. 
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The data flow is that sect; on of the IBU which is in the path 

between the SAC highwa:y and PROP. Basically the data f],ow consists o~ 

three 128-bit buffers and associated control logic. Information is 

received from store in 64-bit biword form (1 word = 32 'bits), and 

assembled in the first IBU buffer to forma 128-bit quadword. Each 

quadvrord contains eight 16-bi t functions. The control logic unpacks , ' 

the required functions from the quadword, and holds them in sequential 

order in thesecond'a.n~ thi'rd 128-bit,reli=ist?rs'from where PROP extracts 

them as requi~ed. 

The store request system consists of a counter loop which forms 

the store address ,'Of quadwords and issues store requests at a rate 

matched to that at which PROP takes functions from the data flow. , 
Normally the store request system generates re~uests in this cyclic 

manner until a control transfe~ occurs. 

The jum~ trace is an associatively addressed store within the 

IBU which holds pairs of jump-from and jump-to' addresses. When the 

store request system produces an address which is identical to one 

held within the associative field of the jump trace, i.e., 'a jump

from address, then the normal procedure of issuing a store request 

is inliibited. ,Instead the address of the jumped-to instruction is 

read out of the value field of the jump trace and it is this address 

Which is sent to the store to locate the out of sequence instructions. 

Obviously there is a limit to the number of jump-from/jump-to addresses 

which can be stored, and it can be shown that a.satisfactory size of 

jump trace is one having eight lines. The trace is loaded under the 

control of PROP, a jump being loaded after having caused a control 

transfer once. The eight line jump trace, loaded in a cyclic manner, 

has the effect of reducing the number of disruptions per 100 tests from 

65 to 35. 
Note that once a jump has been enter,ed into the trace the store 

request sys~em will continue tq interrupt the sequenc~ of functions sent 

to PROP until the entry is over-written. However, alt~ough the f~ction 

sequence may be interrupted, the flow of instr,uctions through the PROP 

pipeline is not affected. No attempt is, made to correct the trace when 

a predicted jump does not 6ccur, ~nsteadPP~P issues a store request' 

to obtain the required functions. 
\ 
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2.2 Data Flow and .Control 

2.2.1 Input Register 

Requests to the store are made for a 128-bit quadword which 

represents one line of one stack, or for the most significant 64-bit 

biword in the quadword depending on the number of .16-bit functions (half

words) actually required from that. quadword. 

The IBU is connected to thE:l fast store bY' a 64-bit highwaY', thus 

the quadword will be received from store as two separate 64-bi t biwords. 

The more significant biword (pits 00 to 63 of the quadword) arrives at 

the Il3U ~ccompanied by three extra bits, One of these bits is the IPBS 

bit and is discussed later in ~ection 2.3.5. The second bit is the IDVA 

bi t Y/hich instructs the Unpack Logic to strobe the more significant biword 

in the more significant half of the 128-bit input register RIP. The third 

bit is the valid data bit (IDV). Approximately'40ns later the less 

significant biword is strobed into the 1.5. half of RIP. 

2.2.2 Unpack Logic 

The quadword in RIP may contain a 'number of functions which are 

not required for the process, only the required· functions are transferred, 

Via the Additional storage Register (RAS) to the Close Pack register RCP. 

From RCP the 19-bit functionS .. are taken by PROP at a maximum rate of one 

every 40ns. 

The information required to control the unpacking of functions from 

RIP is contained in one of the four lines of the Unpack Record (see 2.2.6>. 

One line of the Unpack Record controls the passage of one quadword through 

nIP. Each function has a sequence (5) bit which accompanies the function 

across to PROP. 

2.2.3 Buffer Control 

'·he Fill Register (RFL) controls the -transfer of functions 

from RIP to RAS via the anti-skew register RIMB. The transfer of functions 

from Rf~ to RCP is controlled by theUnfill Register RUNF. 

RilM, REM, RCM and RDM are monitor registers which keep track of the 

valid functions as they pass through the. bu:f;fers. RAM and .RDM rocord ompty 

aco in R and RCP RCM and RCP valid functions in RAS and RCP. 



2.2.4 Advanced Control 

The function in RCP which is the next to be used by PROP is 

indicated by the cyclic advanced cont:i.·ol register. When a. function has 

been accepted by PROP this registf;1r .is incremented .by 1 •. 

2.2.5 Functions Held Unit 

The functions held unit detects the number of valid functions in 

RCP from the monitor register RBM ~d produces five signals (GIB17, GIB21# 

GIB22, GIB23 and GIB24) wh;ich indicate there are ~l, ;:'2, '::'3, '::'4 or .::.5 

valid funct;Lons respectively •. These signals may be sampled by PRoP to 

determine the number of functions he+d in RCP at any time. Note that in 

the case of instructions which require more than one function (16-bit half

word), PROP will not. commence such an instruction until all the required 

half-words are available in RCP. 

2.2.6 Unpack Record . 

The information required to receive quadwords into, and unpack 

them from, the Input Register is contained in the Unpack Record. The 
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contents of the Unpack Record represent the e;efective.number of functions 

requested but not yet strobed- into RAs. The Unpack Recor~ has four lines 1 

each representing the passage of one quadword t~rdugh RIP, and each comprising 

five fields as detailed below. 

(a) J'f bits (3) give the position in RIP of the first 

function in the quadword which is to be transferred to RAs. 

(b) T bits (3) gives the number of valid functions in the 

quadword which are to be t'ransferred to RAS 0 

(c) S bit. This bit indicates whether the first function. 

to be unpacked is in (5 = 0) or out (s = 1) of sequence. 

(d) W bit. This bit indicates the number of pass~s through RIP. 

The effect of the W, or same.word, bit is described more 

fully :l,-n section 2.4 .• 

(e) C.O. bit. This bit indicates whether a segment overflow 

has occurred. 

The Unpack Record is a shift register i.e. filled at one end and emptied at 

the other end (see section :2 .3). T).1.e output. is applied to the Unpa~k 
Logic for the purposes of unpacking'the quadword in RIP. 
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Wheil..'t:f1e four lines of the Unpack Rocord are full the Store Request 

system is prevented from m~ldng a store request for a fUrther quadword 

until such timoo~'a' l~ne becomes free. 

The ·JT field is "loaded directly from the store Request register 

'RSR, while the T bits are obtained from the T bit generator, and the S Ii'! 

and CO are 'obtained from the Trace Equivalence Logic, the Trace Value Field 

and the Predicted Control Register respectively,.,.' 



,.;. 
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2.3 store Request System 

2.3.1 General 

The, Store Reques't $y~ t~m prov~des reques t5 for quadwor¢!s from 

the store at the required intervals. The store address' is obtained by 
, , 

cycling the previous address through a ieries o,f cot;nter loops, 

incrementing t~e address by 2 on each cycle. These store addresses are 

comp~red with the table of jump-from addresses held in associative 

field, of the jump trace. If, the addresses are ide~lt"ical then the 

corresponding j~mp-to address is read out of the ~alu~ field and sent 

to store. "fuere the address is not contained in the'jump trace the 

store address is sent to store only when quadword boundaries are crossed. 

The store 'request system is shown, together with the jump trace in 

diagram 2/FIG.l. 

2.3.2 store Address and Counter Loop 

Initially the IBU receives from PROP a 31-bit, absolute' jump-to 

address, 14 se~ent bits and 17 line bits, which is loaded into the 

store Request register RSR. A priority request is then made to the 

store for the addressed quadword, and the 31-bit address is also copied 

to the 31-bit Predicted Control register nPC. 

As, PROP may use the functions held in the close pack register at 

a rate of one every 40nsec, it'1s necessary for lEU to ,generate store 

requests at intervals to match this rate., Note ,that all store addresses 

produced by the store request system are applied to the associative field 

of the jump trace. This association takes 4.0nsec and thus can be 
, , 

performed in parallel with the' incrementing. of the store address in t'he 

,counter loop. If I however I·' a jUll}P pair is detected and the requil'ed jump

to addr,ess is available in the'value field, the reading out of this address 
, " 

, 'pccupies',:'a, ,f.t,1rther 40nsec 0 . This would have the effect of increasing the 

co'unter,'loo~time to 89nsec, thus giving an average counter loop time of 
. ,', ... , 

>40nsec • 

. To ovorcome this effect, and to bring do\Yn the counter loop time 

to <40nsec, the association for two addresses is performed at tho: same time. 

The design of the associative store (jump trace) allows this procedure to 

be followed. The jump trace ~s arranged to have a 30-bi t associative fie,ld, 

with the extra 31st bit selecting the. correct line of the value field. Thus 

two addresses differing only in their least significant bit may be presented 

to the associative field at the same time. 
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If the Line Register RLR indicates that an equivalence has been 

obtainod in the associative field, then the 31st 'bit of the address is used 

to select the correct line of the value'field. The required jump-to address 

is then read ou~ to the store Request' register. Note that \l/hile the 

associati ve phase is in progress the address held in RPC is cycled through 

tho counter and incremented ,by 2 (on the m.s. 16 bits of'the line address). 

The counter is normally set to the +2 mode, except when loading the jump 

trace (see sectionZ·4), and the cycle ~s completed in 4onsec. The new 

'add~ess formed is strobed into RPC and associated. 

If RLR does not indicate an equivalence for the' first, 'double' 

association it is strobed 'for the result of the next and 'the ~ounter cycle .. 

repeated. Thus the address in RPC is incremented by 2 for every cycle of 

the loop. The counter loop continu s in this manner until one of the 

following conditions occurs. 

(n) Jump trace equivalence 

(b) Load order signal from PROP 

(c) store request signal from PROP 

., 
I, 

(d) store Access Control (SAC) does not accept a request 

(e) The Buffers (RAS and RCP) become full 

(f) The Unpack Record becoinet;; f~ll. 

2.3.3 'Non Priority store Requests 

A non priority store request is made when:~ 

(a) A quadword boundary is crossed, 

(b) Jump trace equivalence occurs 
,', 

The crossing of a quadword boundary is detected by· RWO in the carry system 

Of the counter loop. This causes the new address formed by the counter 

loop to be copied into RS,R as well as RPC. The output of t T' bit generator 

is strobed into the Request Releasing System ~see 2.3.4) and to the 

Unpack Record where it is stored, together with the three least signi~icant 

bits of RSR~ until the re~uested quadword cpmes from storo~ The tTt bi~s 

are used to determine the number of valid functions in the previous 

quadword and the three least significant bits ot RSR, which will all be: 

zero, are used to point to the start of the u~packing of the,present 

quadword. 



As stated previously the count,er loop is hal ted if jump trace 

equivalence occurs, and while the jumP-t9 address is being read from the 

value field to RSR the Unpack Record is filled as above, but with the ts' 
bit set to a 1. A non priority store request is made, using the jump-to 

address in RSR, unless the VI bit is set (see section 2.4 - Jump and Loop 

catching). The jump-to address is copied to RPC, and cycled around the 

counter loop in the normal manner. 

2.3 -4 Request Releasing System 

The rate of issuing requests is related ,to the rate at whicll 

PROP uses the functions held withifl the IBU. It will be appreciated that 

should PROP ,be held up for a period further requests must be delayed 'owing 

to the limited storage capacity of the IBU's buffers.' 
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After non priority requests have passed through the CPP$ they are 

prevented from going to store by the Request Releasing system, ,until there 

is time and space available to unpack the valid functions held within these 

request quadwords.' 

The fTt (time) bits are a c'ount of the valid functions in' anyone . . 
quadword and by using' these the Request Re1easing System can dot ermine the 

time (4onsec per function) and space (16 bits per functio~) that will ~eed 

to be availab~e before a request can be released to store. 

RCP and RAS can hold a total of sixteen.functions. If the total 

number of functions requested minus the numbe~ of functions taken by PRoP 

is greater than sixteen, and PRDP waS to stop, tQe extra functions would 

come to rest in RIP. :The releasing of another requ.est at this stB.ge 'Would 

cause these functions in RIP to be overwritten •. Ther~fore, the rule for 

reloasing requests is:- The. total numper of functions requested since the 

buffer Vlere last cleared minus the number of functions. taken by PROP is 

equal to or less than sixteen AND sufficient,time has el~psed (T bits X 40ns) 

since the previous request w~ released. 

~.3.5 Priority store Requests 

An IEU priority request has top priority and is i'nitiated by PROP . . . 
when:-

(a) An interrupt occurs 

(b) A procedure call is ,made 

(c) The IDU supplies to PROP an incorrect seqU/:mce 'of functions 0 
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In cases (a) and (b) the Fixed Instructions are read (see 2.3.6) 
before PROP initiates a priority request, but in case (c) PROP detects , by 

use of the sequence (S) bit, the fact that the rEU has pl"edicted incorrectly. 

In all three c'ases the IEUis buffers and the PROP pipeline are full of 

rodundant functions, and when the lEU issues a priority request it stops its 

counter-loop, clears its buffers, and waits until the store, answers tho 

priori ty request 0 All outst.anding non priority requests, are ignored until the 

s tore answers the priority request wi.th the ,IPBS bit. 

2.3.6 Fixed Instructio~ 

Within the lEU there are four fixed instructions which are:~ 

Ca) Set Link (32 bits) 

(b) Exit (32 bits) 

(c) stacIe Link 

(d) Jump D[O] c 

,When an interrupt entry is made (a) and (b) are read 9 the Il3U is cleared (n,ot 

the jump trace) and a priority request is made., Similarly, 'when a procedure 

call occurs (c) a.t1d (d) are read, the lBU is again cleared, and a priority 

reques t is made. 
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2.4 The Jump Trace 

2.4.1 General 

The jump trace is an eight line associati v'ly addrossed store 

which holds jump-from (associative field) and jump-to addresses (value 

field). The jump-from address (31 bit) is the,address of the last function 

(half-word) of the last instruction used by PROp which caused a control 

transfer. The jump-to address is the address of the first half-word of 

'" ,the jumped-to instruction, i Ge., the instruction addross 0 Thus the trace 

holds eight different control transfers (jump pairs). The loading of jump 

pairs into .the trace is cyclic as described in the following soctiou q 

204.2 Jump Trace Loading 

The onus is on PROP to decide which jumps shall be loaded into the 

jump trace. \~nen such ~ predicted jump reachos the PROP control register a 

second time, its sequence (S) bit is set and this prevents a second londing 

of this jump into the trace. Note, that the jump will now automatically be 

followed by the out' of sequence instructions obtained by IBTJ 0 

Two forms of relative jump instructions are handled by PROP!-

(a) Jumps with a literal increment 

(b) Jumps with an operand increment. 

Type (b) infers a non-catchable jump in that it is' unlikely thut Control 

will transfer to the same address ~ain when this particular jump occurs 

(i .e., multiway jump).. If such jumps were to be held in. the trace it would 

be necessary to store and supply to PROP the pre'dicted jump-to address to 

be checked against the actual jump-to -address, with a resultant high time 

and storage penalty. 

To avoid adopting this checking procedure only literal relative 

control transfers are held in the trace. A control transfer of this type is 

loadod into the trace after it has caused a control transfer once.. After 

this such an instruction wi1l either jump or not jump again, but when a jump 

is successful it is always to the same store address 0 Thus no jtL'11p-to address 

checking is required. 
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The sequence of fUnctions supplied to PROP may be incorrect for 

any of the followi~ reasons:-

(a) An unpredicted relative literal increment jump occurs (S = 0) 

(b) A predicted jump does not occur (8 =,1) 

(c) An EXIT or RETUP~ instruction occurs 

(d) A non-literal increment jump occurs 0 

Condition (a) causes the trace to be loaded with the j~p-from 

and jump-to addresses, and a priority roquest is made for the quadword 

containing the first of the out of sequence instructions. Conditions 

(b), (c) and (d) cause priority store r~quosts only (i.e., no ~race loading). , . 
The PRDP Control Adder performs two' cyc10s to' form the jump-from 

and jump-to addresses, which are supplied,to IDU for loading into tho 

jump trace. First the address in the Control regis~er is incremented by 

1, ~, 3 or 5 depending on the number of 16-bit half-words which form the 

jumped-from instruction. This gives the address of, the first function 

of the next instruction in the normal program soquenc~; which is not strobed 

into the Control regist r. During the second adder ,cyclo the jump-to 

address is formed by applying a literal or non~literal increment v the result 

being strobed into Controlo 

When an unpredicted jump occurs (condition (a) above) the result of 

the fil'st adder cycle is loaded into the associative field of the trace as 

the jump-from address, after being decremented by 1. This operation~ 

Performed by the store request counter loop, ensures that the address loaded 

is the address of the last function (half-word) of the last instruction 

before control transfer 0 Wh.ile the subtraction is performed the jump-to 

address is set into RSR. A priority store request is made, using the ' 

address in RSR, while the respective fields of the trace are load'ed from 

RPC and RSR o 

As stated previously, 'the conditions (b), (c), and (d) do not cause 

the trace to be loaded. The first cycle output of the Control Adder is not 

used, but the result of the second cycle forms the jump-to address which is 

loaded into nSR. A priority s;tore request is made to locate the out of 

sequence instructions, while the content of RSR is' copied to RPC. The, 

counter loop then commenCes to form the new address in ,the normal manner. 



2/4./3 

In 'all cases where a: s'tore request is made af1;er, an incorroct function \ 

sequonce, the Unpack 'Record is cleared and ,then the Unpack Record! JT field 

is loaded from the least significant three bits of the jump-to address in 

RSR. The Unpack Logic will only recommence unpacking operations when the 

requi red priority reques ted quadword arrives from s ~oro • 

The trace is only cleared on Process Changes OR General Resets. 

2.4.3 Jump and Loop Catching 

In order to minimise store requests- in cases where the' jump-from 

and jump-to addresses are in tho same quadword, these addresses ;;n~e 
, , 

equivalenced on th~ most significant 28 bits (i.e,., store address of a 

quadword) be ore loading into the trace. H equivalence is detected then 

the same word bit, bit 64, is set and is loaded with the jump-tp address 

into the ,value field, while the jump-from address is loaded into the 

associative field, if no equivalence then bit 64 is not set. 

Bit 64. indicates to- the store request system that when the 
I 

association predicts a jump to a particularquadword, that request has 

already been made and so no ~urtherrequost needba produced for that 

quadword. The normal line load~ng of the Unpack Record is performed; with 

bit 64 being set. The T bits retain their original value. 
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~npt:e:l: 3, 

30i ~roduetion 

"ffie Pz>imOZ'y Opaa"OiU) 'Uni t (PROP) ~Q6li '!leg i~n!T@;f:U(rti©;n8 :;;Z'Cill 

tho XX!9 ~;l'l!ction Bu:fge2l.~ Unit < XBU) II ,end Q!CH3embJ1.Ga:! '~e pJriMl>?S;J" C;)pe~D.n@ 
, '\ 

Z'.:3cruiZ'ed by ~;ho' im.otX'uotion in e form. suitable xOS" Q;;~0@~t~.if.r;iQ, ';):2 'c;ho, 

iUO'l;suotioDo The function and ~occi~ted p~im~~y opevG~cl ~s~ 

p:l.'eoenteo to the Cen'Q:l'!.'tl!l High\Ja:r 'i;7hioh :OOl1tes tho in:ilostl1a,tio8. .~4';) !Z1 

c~nt~cl RegiateA' foZ' exeoution of the instructiolll o PROP is D].fJ0 

d>'0GPoMG~i.ble :fo~ tho execution of ORGAN IS AT ImU\l. (fO) O;;,'dOr.'8,? 

The PROP io qhO'ml Elcheme.tio f@l"ii1 in 3/FJ.G 0 :1 0 tZ1;,Q;~g: 
o 

'~ho ieo.tiu'eo ohoml a:f>'O tho m...'1.m w@~ldillg S',:;)gifJ~;0m i:ilv~:t:V0tl ;1,])-:\ 

tho opoS"ana oBoombly p:ooce88 tI the major 'in:t$~lC1J. cud 0:1~~;'9Z'KAii1. 

hir:simays and '~e N8ffi~ S tol'(a 0 Net shown a.~ci thG) PROP ~lf\ ~;eJ('llQ]. 

V=S'l;ozoe ~giateX'o II t:'\. full list of 'ohich if.J Sl.vt:'\.i1n1kiJi.o i~, Seo-;;;~\@Iil'\ 3 0 12..., 

The iWl~tion8 of the variQus h@'iiwrure fe8t'lU;'S8 m~,;,) iU.':\ii:::n;oa,s~~ ~Ij1,<lG;~' 

"th.~ Nlev:.;m't Ge©tionD ~hioo ~aal '111 th tha oPOr.o8."l<;;1 mA~ ~;:(~C,-':,,~l'~>:,I~:;:l©lii\Q], 

pS@Q6Saea in dateil o 

:t'Q ['..ddli. tio:m D PROP alGliOl C!OllItai1ll6 the' tCOilA ~;;;ro~, ][f.r,;)G:tO~;'")A' 

(300 Saotion 305)0 ~d h~~n~ ~ui~ed'to 1mplo~~~t ~h0 
X1!!.teZ:'Z'Upt i'G8;t\-~X':i:l 02 ";.,;he syDtem (Dee SeQtio&A 3 0 6)" 

30101 £Fim~f OpsZ:'&nda = PROP & aBS Name~~~_~ 

A ~im~y opszocmd ma,y be any .one of "'he t@ll@'ti'2,;;]f;; i;y~,):';;3""" 

(1) l'Tom",i\ opi?lzo~d ('U'az'ia.bl0 ©It' ¢:lG>to. 0lG8<O:Rip"t:©J;» 

(ii)L:i.te~al 

(iii)L~@sl V=Dt@Z:'S opeZ:'~d 

(iv)~te~a1 Regio"tsZ:' @peZ:'and 

. 

NBlllsd @psX'Md3 ~e lfAoI'm811y obtained from .one IG;? t'ao N'::,mo 

Sto~ea inP.ROP g~ ass ~hich are high speed aoDiOIci~tivoly S~dEGOG0~ 

atoX'es forming the l@TIsat hara~~ level @f @~e=lev~l ViT~~C~ 

S-ooZ'~ of the Sys"~emo PROP Nome store con-a;ains ,32 lines ©i 64 ~J)i~;';o[) 

4 of uhion era :reserved as '\lorldo.:ng store foZ:' L·\we:t 0 Xlilt03'l\',J}"r~ 

ROl.rGig),eo (GOO Se~'~ion 3,,11 04) ~ CBS Name S'i::Ol'\Sl i8 po.r"ti; 0:2 $>. II,e,::,gel? 

", ; ~SO~i8till'e 0'001"19 WJ6d fol' all opsrandfJpassimg through rrBS (€;h2li:l 

" .. oP3';ancl B\3f~eZ' Stoz,~), and @ontllins 24 ,lines of 64.b:i3;oo 



Named Variable OpGl"ands for ACC are l.:ept mainly in DBS 

Name store; the remaining named operands are kept mainly in PROP 

Name store <> A Named Operal'!.d cannot be ·in more than one Name Store 

at any time; a copy (not necessarily the latest) is . always kept ill 

store (normally Local store but possibly a store addressed via 

Exchange) accessed through the store Access Control Un'it .(SAC) ~. 

The PROP Name store is not used for instructions whi·ch 

specify any of the following:-

(a) Literals:- Assembled in 'the PROP literal registers 

(see section 3.1001)0 

(b) Local v-store or Internal Register operands ~ = Obtah10d 

by addressing the appropriate hardwal'a unit from PH(lP 

(see Sections 3,,10.3 & 3012)" 

(c) XNB Accesses to Non-Local Names external to N;;..me Seg-ill0:i1,t 

(see sections 30205 & 3~10c5)e 
Conversely to (c) 9 an Operand accessed viae. Descr:l.pto:r 

may be in PROP Name S ten'e 'l..m.der e~1:cep'l;ional circul'll,';:tances; sea 

Section 3'011080 

301~2 The PROP 9piEelin~: 

~he PROP consists of six independent stag~s which an 

hVl \;1."uotion completes as it proceeds through PROP and Central 

Highway from Ins truction Buffer to a Central Regis 'cer 0 Each o:!=. 

the six stages can be dealing with a seperate instruction at any 

one timeD thus permitting PROP to act as a 9 pipeline 2 handling 

six seperate instructions in different phases -of assemblyo 

.. ..c 

At no stage before the order is guaranteed to execute is ~;n:y 

irreversible aotion taken by tha Pipeline i .. eG interrupts can fiMd 

Control pointing to the order next to' be executed o The pi-pelina 

overlap is reduced whenever necessary to ensure that this is so 0 

At each stage of the assembly process the functiol'l bits ·of 
, ~ , 

an instruotion are held in a function register, ia.i1.d are copied 

through to the·next function register as the.instruction procaeds 

along the pipeline 0 These f'l.lnction registers. are 'sh'own as F.DF vRF':t to 
,.:' 

RF5 in. 3/FIGo 1 G 

3/1/2 



.i?OZ' 8, s~.mple oifdeJi.~ (1'9 olE 00 lolEl.<aing -a;h('lI D'"" f1..i;·:!. '1:]:1,' ~,!'Q~:;; \7:1:J;~'/, n 

pZ'~.l.iUU,""j' OP;;)Z'Q.\l.CJ ill Name SWl'e) 0 'the si:1g OtC!gG8 8,0';; [1[; 1JOl.el:m g", 

B'li;oge 03 Function g<Zl©cd<:J ~d I3hif'~g 

. The in:,':ve;;r'Uoti(l)n i~ de©cded 0 t-he ilM'"m.~ Gl1~lfte{l "01a.1;~:!!o t0i '3;h0 

bnos aud the appifopZ'iats base oele©ted o 

5ta~i;) 13 J:.r8TIu~~b[i.ge cv.k'litioI!.g 

<fl.:',!!';) ilCB'.'3 is [',oded to. ~;he b.9fi.l@ i,n 'the l\'fo.mo .A.'I:'ld,l'Iz'.) 

The ~)pel"8ID.d c·ihlla'eas is oon©&\tiElnet.ocl w~, '!;h P;;;'OQerMJ X\h~;:nh')7r'. 

and p7:'ef.1l3nt:e-cl t.o @'!]oo©iative iield (l)i the ~rGW!9 S';~Q~1 <> 

Sto.e;e 3-3 ap,""S'£l."l1{] OO@;)SD 

Line Rtagist-:al' yil:t ©i'Jl:ntaill'A Q. 01 0 0 CliAd 1:'Jds hi ';); ~tgf.J::t. ,(;:J.~;:':;). f,(NOO;JOO ·r~hr::.l 

approp~iete line (I):f the Value iielcl of· the Ne.ms S~;or.>(~.) 

A1. te<r:native1yo the ~tqtlli~d opezoancl ill8:! Ils fJihtg;J.~'o~~ ;;:,':~!',:~ 

on Xntern81 Reg;.i.ot.sZ' @Z' V""8~:r,'@ A'ee;i015@l" 0 ~~~~ <) e.Q 0lfC;)':;.:',;Z:J.r;:-:;; (:1",,')' 

iu~t:!('U~tiolJ.o 

The ~po;rIY'G,©l (;~i>'':'!1C5 Ne.m.:a Stol'S 0 XntemQ .. ,'1.. ~ie({;tcr<,;<;ii):o.o J) X.i il 

Ve-,oto:re ©l' W1JoJ., Sto;rre) 0 is E".'!i'al'L:!nble iiJA 6'0gif3.~1;~~ RVU ©;:" lTV}"':, [Y:l~l 

nppsaxB n';:; 'w.e mputs to the appr-opa>ie'i;e Pt'2'~;(8) ©;g ~~h(;) 6tt'"lb:i.:: 

VJ7'~'" "1"" .'~ """,,'''''"'''''' nu.,.) ",,_~1..! I?-,,",, <:'~h""; .t,",.;~ • ..:,.,.,.,.~~,.., ifCf2.Ii>U'i;lf':f!! t\ •• a"pU t, ;;;",1.;>:&"" "",:i\; ,,~... 0 8@Q;h."./t'WAlng ",.... ",,"',;;, ,j,Ml~ <-'-~">3,~, ~"''',,,,,,, [) 

i'&eiJ1 tho pZ's"'!iotllo o:I('oel' :tr.a th9 pipsJt:i.ne ho,r.; we.~kt.f;)\~;j Z\ 

'i.7hQb':;) it :l,B ~a:;;'8.lilteei! to (\}ompll;)te o' the COXiitZ'ol R0e;j$~'3:';} (R£:'..1} :\:.1 

t{oe0 S0©·;:;~.@n 3(105) 0 i ts nssernble~ opeZ'rand io @opisGl ;~Ii1\'(:;·t:, REI" 

[)'~eS' ootiono 'Vlh:tclA the Pi}Wl1!iAe :&0 811310 1;© ~g:1.·im}E1 "'",1'1.;) 

(.!eoGS'ibsu .20M SSG'6iooo 303 00.3 0 8 0 



3,,103 The PROP flJuko BoX v 

The decision at stage S that an order is guaranteed to 

complete is taken by the Juke Box (see Section 3,,9) 'which then 

ini tiates a ? beat 9 down the pipeline to bring up the next order. 'ro 

achieve a maximum beat rate of 40 nsec/beat g some complex actions 

are left until the order requiring them is at stage 4 or 5 (O"go9 

v-store requestsD Control Transfers)" The pipeline is not advanced 

until the action is completed o 

In some cases, the contents of' the pipeline (and tht,s of 

the IBU) have to be discarded o ~his action is initiated by Juke Box 

'and set1'l all 'valid U orders to 9 dummy 9 orders in the a.ffected S ttlge,s 

" 
',,'. 'and res at,s,. certain control bi ts as nacess ary 0 

, " 

" DUG ,to the, ,Pip'eline sqmetimes advancing more 'Zluic1,ly than the 

IBU"?~ "supply new; orders:, or due to 'the action of the pipeline 

and Juke Box, stage'S'may have neither order nor operand to send 

to C!3ntral High\vay" This is known as a 9 dummy corder :.;uvJ SUli::f;J Bo;·;; 

causes a 9 beat t to be generated immediately & 

3.,104 ~he ST~ 
Operands from any source (central regis·ters ~ named opere.ndF.l 

etc .. ) 9 CM. be stacl~ed using the S tack Front Regist0l' (REa,,) 8-"0 8. 

pointero stack Front always points to the current top of the :~'1::M .. dl; 

location o It is incremented before each stacking operation and 

decremented aiter each unstacking operation" stack locations o,x'o 

. set up in: the Name store p but since this is the 10wes'I; level o:f. 

the vone level o virtual store of t~e system~ the St(;1.ck c".n be 

extended to any X'€lquired depth wi thin the Name S egmant 0 

All orders which add an operand to the stack are Double 

Orders and are described in Section 3 ,,2 ~2 0 Orders which ta.klZl an 

3/1/4 

operand from the stack use the Operand UNSTACK (Base =RSF p N=O; SF=SF=l)c 

Orders of the type uDouble Order~ using the, operan,d tJNSTACK ~n'e durmn.y 

orders since an operand is switched between a coro and Stack tan.d back 
I 

againG A location above the current top of the Stack is used for 

writing to and the normal increment/decrement of nSF is inhibitado. 

The order RETURN UNSTACK has the addi t~onal ~ction of puttil1g SF=1'l'B 

before the operand at RSF is used e , ' 

If a control transfer or Interrupt occurs while 9. 

stacking or Unstacking instruction is in the pipeline then the 

pos i tion of the S tacl~ Front pointer may not be correct ~ i "e 0 Q if 

the pipeline contents are discarded the contents of the S tack. Front 

register.will not be correct for the next order to be obeyed~ 



Orders which use the stack are expected to occur frequontlyv 

so that to causo all the orders to be executed with the pipeline 

non-overlapped (see Section 30204) would ,drastically degrade the 

performance of PROP o 

To ensure that the correct value may be restored if the 

Pipeline is discarded a copy of the new stack Front value cr~,~ted 

by an order altering RSF is preserved with the order as it proceeds 

down the pipeline (3/Fig 2)0 Vfuen control is incremented for ,the order 

3/1/5 

this value of RSF is copied into RS60 Vfuenever the pipeline is discarded» 

ns6 is used immediately via the Nrune Base Adder to restore RSF (FEF=RS6+O)o 

"fuen RSF has been altered by an f9 order, RS6 is not us£?d when the 

pipeline is discardod until RSF is incremented o~~ decremElnto<:\ by 

a stacking/Unstacking ordara Also RS6 is 'updated as soon 8$ 

possible following an f~ order since the orde'r alt,ering RSF h<.l$ 

already been s)cecuted 0 

3.105 The Control Register 

, . The PROp Juke Box ensures that a valid order a.t s tago 5 is 

guaranteed complete before generating the nex~ beat (see Section :3.9). 

Should an order fail to execui:;e·» it is converted to a dummy or(hr before 

tho beat is generated o Thus when this next beat is gEmol~8.tadu Control 

may safely be incremented to point to the na:;::t instruction to 1:>0 exocuted 

which will be strobed into stags 5 as a valid order by this ne;Jct be8,t 0 or 

by some subsequent baato 

The Control Register (RCa) consist~ of 14 SOgluont bits (nco 33-46) , . 
, and a 17 bit address (RCO 47-63) defining the first (or only) ~-word {16 bits) 

of the next instruction to be obeyed o 

Control may be incremented (by '1 9 2,3 .or 5 according to 'the' length 

of the l~t instruction (Section 30201}) for an order which does not jump~ 

it may be RCa = RCO + Increment (RCI 61-63) 

or it may be changed by an arbitrary amount by' a. Control 'rran:f.'er (C-r) 
" instruction which jumps: ' -

RCa = Op~rand (RH9~33-63) if Absolute Unconditional 

RCa = RCO + Signed Operand <IUIO 33-63) if Rela;ti ,re(Un)(~onditional 



o 
The Control Segment may only" be changed by an Absolute' Control 

Transfer D so that RCO 33-46 are only strobed by' this action and only 

an 18 'bit adder is required. Its output (slave) register is RCA 46-63 

where'RCA 46 is used to indicate overflow (OV) 0 Dne input set to the 

adder is RCo 47-63 (the input to bit 46=0); tho other input set is ei thor ' 

the Incre~ent (61-63, input into bits 46-60=0) or the O~era:nd (RHO 46-63)9 
bit 46 being taken as the sign bit for nolativo Transfers,~ Except durillg 

Juko Box actions, the Increment input set is enabled. 

, Each boat down tho pipeline strobes RCI 61-63 ~ith the value' of 

increment required for the order entering stage 5. The beat 'Will also 

strobe RCO 47-63 = RCA 47-63 if the order leaving stage 5 is uValid & 
Increment-to-control'(P~5 17,18,19 = '1). After a delay to staticise, 

the Control Adder outputs g RCA 46-63 are strobed 9 

Any d~y order in stage 5 (P.F517 = 0) is arranged to have e.11 

Increment of zero, sO that RCA = RCO (next order to be obeyed) u:ntil the 

first valid phase of 'this order has reached stage 5 after which 

RCA(I) = RCO(this order) + RCI(this order) 

If a control Transfer is to jump (Unconditional, or Condi tional £... 'rest 

satisfied) then the Control Adder is,strobed once more by the Juke Dox 
I 

enabling the Operand (RHO 46-63) input set to the adder, instead of the 

Increment input seta 

Thus RCA(J) = RCO 47-63 + RHO 47-63 for a Relative C.T.; 

or = Zero + RHO 47~63 (RCO having first been elee.red) 

and RCO 33-46 = RHO 33:-46 for an Absolute C"T G, 

3/1./6 

,Once,the operand is ,available, only Relative transfers may fail tQ oxecute 

due . .to, Segmen1,:'.'OV sO that the alteration of Control Segment by an Absolutel 

CT pri'or t:o, tll,e li~xt beat, is of no cons ~quence. 
, A' ~e{'at~ ve, '.~T' i~ trying' to cross the, Control'S egment boundart.l if 

. . (a)' 'RCA' 46" = ~ after RCA(J) 

or (b) RHO 33-46 are neither all zeroes nor all ones~ i~eo the 

Operand magnitude is greater ,than a segment 0 

This causes a PROP Internal Interrupt and'sots the order to dwn."ThY (see section' 
t, 

RCA46(ov) is not sampled following an increment since tho IBD 

,b.,as .n similar adder which is pre-accessing instruction !-words for PROP 

~d so is always in advance of PROP. The action is described in detail in 

Section 30302 the result being a PROP Internal Interr.upt if tho OV order 

leaves stage 4 and would othe~vise be, executed. 

When a valid,order at Stage 5 fails to execute, RCA(I) is brought 

back to RCO (this order) by the following beat since the Increment = zero 

for a dummy order 0 ' 



, ' 

3/:~·,/) 

All Ins "i::ruction s i;'rea!llSl are initiated by a a new instruction s t:r.emn Q 

request to rBU 0 • The Process Number (RPN) is sent together with RCO 33~46(Seg,illent) 

and nCA 47-63 (next instruction I or J)o The request may be the result 

of a. CT order (Section 3 0 10 0 7)0 a Fbced Instructiol'A dUl'i1'lg th0 Inter:<.'upt 

sequence (S ection 3 0 11.,6) or the end oX: 11anual Instructior1S "horeby 

instructions are sent to PROP 'na IBU from the COl'.sole (sge S ect:i.OT!. 3,,8)., 

The incrementing action of Control may be i;;,hib:l.'ted :.e~?or.a. the 

Console so that Control is only changed by jumps~, :t ,,13 ~ on1:r the RCA.(,Y) 

strobe is allowed o 

30106 The Interrupt ~ 

Va.rious condi tiona can occtl:i.~ during the, :running 03: thB 

processor which require immediate attention by the e;~ecuti vo 

software (8 ee ?IU5 Bas ic Programming ~ta.n.ual) 0 Thea e condi tiOJ~l.Sl are 8:1:3 .. 

combined. together to fOTID a single signal v which ~ when it oocmr-.:; ~ 

causes PROP to stop before obeying ~:he ne:;~t iD.Strt1.cticm, iD, se·:;1t18R1ce., 

Instead v PROP obeys ';;wo ih:ed Interrupt Entry iwtructio:os which 

cause a transfer of control to the s,PP1'opriate inter:rt1pt routine" S},,, 

final instruction of each of these rou'i;;ines restores the central 

processor to its previous state and reactivates the suspended 

process 0 The routines fall into two classes 0 each. of four types Q 

Level 0 (system Error 0 CPR 1', EjcchapgEi D Peripheral Window) and 

Level 1 (Instruction Counter Zero u Illaga.:j. Order 9 P;r'ogram Faul t ~ 

software Message) 3/FIG ,\'10 shows the topmost level of gating into 

the interrupt signal and indicates the inhibit conditions'" 

The eight 'int,9;rrupt type signals are most significs.ntly encoded 

in tho IBU fixed instruction logic to cause ent:ry to-the 

highest priority routine whenever two ~r more interrupts occur' 

togetherQ section 3.1:1 0 6 e:lcplains the PROP actions ,'raquirfi>d 
, ' . 

" ' 

to implement futerrupt Entry 0 

, . 



Instruction Characteristics 

Length 

An Instruction from IBU may be 16~ 32; 48 or 80 bi.ts 

10~ (~asic Programming Manua0). It is read into PROP 

16 bits at a time o The function decode of th.e first half .... word 
, , . 

read into RDF indicates the size of the name or literal: 

(i) short Orders 'are those for which k specifies a 6 bits 

litera.l n? an Internal Register;, a Variab1e or Data. 

Descriptor (Local Names) 0 They are all 16 bit 

instructions 0 

(ii) Long Orders are those for which the 0"1',, and 11: bit:~~ 

s peoify an e~1:tended operand (k 9) type s pacify'i:l1e: 8. 

Named Variable or Data Descriptor or Local V·~ tore. 

Unless a Base is specified for which N:::O (bit 13:::1)?, 

an additional half-word is required to usa a.lS the nB-me 

No N = 0 inStructions are 16 bits on1yo 

(iii) Long Literals are those using k~ = 0 and may be 16: 

32 or. 64 hits long producing an instruction 

length of 321) 48 or 80 bits 0 

3/2/1 

The additional half=words required are read into RDN under cont:::-ol of tho 

Microprogram Generator of stage 00 32 & 64 bit J..Iiterals occuring f;lerie.:U.y 

as two or four 16 bit operands in PROP are Assembled ,at stage 3 

into one 32 or 64 bit operand (see section 30602)., 

The . length of an order determines "the Increment to Contl~ol . 

required at stage 5 (see Section 3 0 8)0 

3,,202 Double Orders", 

The functions B*=, D'!<=g ACC':'=gSTACK, STACK LINK and xco-xc6 

require access to two distinct prinw .. :ry opera.nds" For thisri9ason 

'these orders', mus'!; pass through the pipeline in two seperate pha.se,s" . 
',. • t 

This 'is"implemen,t.~d by the Microprogram Genera.tor in Stage 0 ~ 

. For each 'of . these orders one of the operands is a stacked 
.. " .' c ",. '1. ""., '1" • '>''','' " 

quanti ty . s6,' :the" c6n~ent' ,o~ RSF mus t be modif'iedaccordil1g to the 

Order. The other operand required for the 'instruction may involve 

the use of ~ Long, Literal or.a Long Order" The PROP activity in 

,such cases dif:fer~ from tha.t for long orders of ~he normal types 0 
I,' 

oj;, 
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In order to simplify the actions to be tal.ell at .~he later 

stages of the PROP pipeline, and in the Central Uighway and Central 

, Registers D the function pattern of the first phase of the orders 

I3~'= p D"~= and ACC':'= are modified in Stage 1 of the pipeline so that 

they appear as 13=>, D=> and ACC=> respectively" An additional 

"'f:u~ction digit (bit 18) is used in the RF registers to distinguish 

'the first phase of a double-order .. This digit inhibits the modificat:~o:n 

of the instruction address in the Control Register until the last 

phase of the double-order is complete o Thus if an Interrupt occurs 

mid-way through ·theorder, control has not been incremented and the 

, ,order may be re-executed fr'om the LINK" The individual double 

orders are discussed in more detail in Section 3.1006Q 

30203,0 Organisational Ordel's 

. An Order with cr bits = 0 usos a 6 bit function and 

is an Organis ational (V f 9) Order of one of the fol,lowing types;'" 

(i) Unconditional Control Transfers: ei ther Absoute (to a. 

new contr'ol Segment) or Relative (within the same 

Segment). 

(ii) EXIT or RETURN which load a new link from any operand. 

RETURN UNSTACK (loads the Unlt from (NI3) and leaves the 
, " 

new top of the Stack at (NB-1)" Since a new LINK impl:i.es 

a new value of Control, a Control Transfer occurs 0 

(iii) STACK-LINK which is equivalent to STACK [I1rs p NBD CO+OPERf~ND] v 

accesses an operand & stac]ts Modified Link" 

(i v) EXEC; cALL 0-6 which is a STACK [OPER.AND) followed by 

JU1~ [Segment 8193, Line 0-6J. 

(v) SETLINK or XNB => etc which can store the PROP IR ~s 0'-3 

(but not BN) to any primary op'erand onlyo 

(vi) PROP IR Manipulation e.g. NB=SF+' • M8' = allows masked. 

(Leo bit by bit) alte'rations of Machine status Reg" The 

lower half of MS Or the Segment regis tel' (SN) are only IS trobed 

if :ruJS (13+14+15)= '1'. 

(vii) Boolean(X), Boolean(TEST) and Test Transfero TIle 

one-bit Boolean Register RBN p acessible as PROP IR4 

(read only) or as RMS07 allows the "truth t ofcompli(~ated 

Boolean expressions to. be computed' requiring 'only one Tes,t 

Transfer (on EN) at the end. 



An element of the expression may be another Boolean 

oporand (X) using the Boolean (X) orders which puts 
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BN :; fn(BN,X) where X is tho 1 eS '. bit of the Operand~ and 
, .. 

fn is defined by the order. It may instead bo tho n'truth! 

.. , 

. of a 'Test t • The Test Registers (RMS04 - 06) are ~ll tored 

as the result of a COMPare order~ Tho TEST is a Boolean 

element which is true if the current .Test Registers are 

as required by the Boolean(TEST) order g eg TES'r -(>0) 'is 

truo . if the Te~t bits in:dicat~ that the last COMPare 

order to be executed found [croro] [OPERAND] > 0 9 bi,lt 

false if < 0 or = 0 was found .. The Boolean(Test) order 

is 

then puts EN = fn(BN,TEST) where fn is defined by the:4 1.s" 

bits of ,the Operand. 

The Test Transfer order uses the same set of TEST. . 
elements as a Boolean(TEST) order, but executes a 

Relative Control Transfer (see (i» if TEST is trl1e p 

else executes a.n • Increment COl'ltrol 011.1y t Order, i ~o ~ 

PROP 1001£8 at the next instructione 

The actions caused in PROP by' those o'rders (includil1g the' 

COMP orders) are des cri bod in Section 3 .. 10.7 &. 3 .. 11'.7. 

3.2.4 Nqn - OverlaEped Orders' 

Orders involving PROP Internal Registers cannot be over~ 

lapped in PROP. stage.O there:fore sets the Z-bit (RDF20)'whioh 

1001£8 out the pipeline from accepting any more orders from XBD' while 

th~ order is advancing through PROP '(,vith dummy orders behind it)~ 

If and when the ardor reaches stage 5 to be oxocuted, 'the 1:.R. is. 

s tro bad i of ;\'Gquired ~ 

If the order is executed, stage 5 sends RZC (p~lse) whioh clears 

the Z bit, else when the pipeline contents are discarded the Z-

bit is cleare~, to allow more orders to be a,ccepted. 

The Relative & Absolute Unconditional Control Tr~sf~rs 

'are a~so non-overlapped if. they have not been predicted,by rBU o 

All orders may be executed in a non-overlapped mode in 

PROP by me~ of So signal :from the Console (RDF29) •. 



302.5 Special Featuros 

(a) Normally Names are accessed from the current routfne name space 

within tho Name Segment i.e. Local Names. To enable accesses to be 

made to non-Local ~fames or direct access to data i~ other segments 0 

another base register XNB is provided. 'When the ,segment of XNB (RYB) 
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is outsido the Name Segment, and XNB Access is made to fetch the ()perand 

from the OBS Store. If XNB is used in this way to access a Variable for 

J3 p ACe or PROPs PRoP simply by-passes Name-Store and sends or requests 

the operand from OBS in a manner similar to a Secondary Operand ord?ra If 

it is used to access a Variable for SEQP. or a Descriptol' an e::-ctra. phase 

is generated ~ PROP to access the Operand which is returned to PROP before 

being 'sent out to SEOP. 

(b) Internal Register orders specifiying IR fS outside PRoP al~e implemcl)J,tod 

in two phases; the first to fetch the operand (from the car. or Ill); the 

second to send this operand out to the unit concerned (see Section 3.10,,2)0 
i 

(d) Orders storing to PROP Name S to~e (except B::::» or V-Liu0c; n1.U$ t :o.o~; 

leave stage 3 until the operand is stored since RLR or RVD is used. 

These actions are implemented by the Secondary Microprogram G0X19X'ator 

in stage 3 (see Section 30601>0 



3.3 'Action at. stage 0 - Initial Decode 

Functions are talten from RDFOO-15 and Names Li terals 

from RDNOO-15. A Namo, after shifting if ,necessary (Variablo 32) g 

appears c;m GNMOO-16. The selected base (RN13, rum, RSF) appears on 

GBSOO-14 (G~15 is always'ot). These provide the inputs to the Name 

Bas e Adder of Stage 1. 

GNM may instead be zero or .:!:. 1 as required for N :: 0 or 

STACK/UNSTACK orders. ~tnge 1 is ablo to gate RHO 00-31 orruro32-63 

through GmlOo-15. st~e 1 may also gate a base for PROP IR when the 

Z bit is set and gate the Boolean Register RBN (~~507) through GBS150 

GffiOO-15 provide inputs' to RVU (See Operand Assembly, s~ction 3.7) G 

stage 0 contains the Microprogram Generater and lBU Interface . . . 

logic (3/Fig<, 3) 

3.3.1 Micropl'ogram Generater 

Due to variable Length I Double & Non-overlapped Orders_ 

it may be necessary to expand or delay an order over a number of 

stages in the Pipeline after the initial (Function) half~vord has 

been. strobed into RDF. Bits RDF17B"18, 19 are used'to define 

various phases. of an order, e.g. (100) .is always the fi'rst Pflase 

of an order and represents RDF17l3=1 RDF(18+1·9)=Q. RP117 is pllt to 

i 1 t. to propagate a .Valid t order (one which activates the actions 

., 

at each S tags as necess ary and will add to Control if executed) tlu:'ough 

the pipeline~ a~4 RF118 isa '1' oxcept for the Valid 1st part of 

a Double Order to inhibit the increment to Control • . 
Until the IBU, accesses and presen~s an instruction to PRQp~ 

RDF17A = 0 so that the function bits' are ignored and 'dummy? ordax's' 

(ones which are xgnored by all stages except to generat~ a beat at 

stage 5> move "through the Pipeline; RDF17B, 18, 19 do not change 0 

When PRoP finds a valid order in RDF/RDN,. tho fo1l9wing' 

actions occur according to the type of order in RDF; .. RDF is only 

strobed on (100). 

(a) Short, Single Order: one phase only (100) so that 

one valid order. is put into RFl. [on. the nex~ ~eatJ 

(b) Short, Double Order: two'phases 
\ 

Control ..;. put RF118 1st part (100) : valid, no increment to 

2nd part (111) valid, increment Control - puts RF118 :::: 1 

For'*=. RSF is.incremented, and then the n~w top of stack 
, , ,', . 

is used to store tho c.r.· on (100). (111) carries the' 

primary operand used to load the c·.r. Since RDN is not 

used until (111) .:for this order, it is not'strobed on (111)" 

'3/3/ 1 

== a 
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Fo~ the others, the operand is to be Staoked p thus 

(100) is used to access the ,operand and (ill) inc~~m~~to 

SF and uses the new top of the Stack to sto:i.~a· '~he 

operand" , 

(0) Long Single (b.-der: two phases 

(100) : dummy since no name available 

(111) g valid, increment Control, 

funotion and nama progressing up Pipeline togethe~o 

Baae indioat~d by function is used" 

For N = 0, still two phases (see next section)" 

For the operand UNSTP£K; (100) oauses SF to be decremented hy one g 

(111) then uses RSF + 1 being the (original) 

top of the St~ol~ .. RSF 10 not strob:i3d 

being the neiT top of the Staok" 

For RETURN/ "UNSTACICp RSF is decremented to RNB=:i. in (:100)" 

"(0) Long, Double Order: 

'Fbr ¢=9 t\10 phases only since the' order's operand is 

not required until phase (ill) : 

lGt part (100) Vo.lid v no-increment to Control" RSF is ino;;;emen~ev. 

and the new top of Staok used to store the cor~ 

2nd part (11:\.) Vulid 0 The base used by the pri~y opel'f'..nd ~~s 

.' seleQtecl o 

Foa- the oth~l" orders 1/ three phases are requ:i.red: 

(100), DwllillY', (no operand available) 

1st part (110) Vnlid~ no~i~crement'to Control .. ,The ~ase ~squil"ed 

by the 'primary operand is selected o 

2110 part (111) VR1.id o RSF is incremented and the :new top of St(;l,.ol~ 

is used to store the operand accessed by (110}Q 

A double ,order with an UNSTACK Operand is converted to ~ 

!.' \l dumn.ty i9 action by inhibiting the strobe ot RSF .. 'I'he" Staol!: is 

maintained by writing to [RSF + 1] in the store part of the orde~ 

(iGt part of 1:t=11 else 2nd part) 0 

(e) Long' Li teral p not Double Order two, three or fi va phsi£les g 

16 32 64 
(100)g(100)11(100) Dummy (no literal av&iltible) 

(111)0(110)9(110) Valid, Function and (1st part of) liter~1~ 
, 

(011) 0 (001) DummYo Second part of 32/64 1i tel'& .. l Q For 

(010) Dwmny. Third part of 64 liter&" s.sc.-ambly 

(011) Dummy. Last part of 64 1i ter81 " 



(f) Ldng Literal, Double Order: 

For *=, two, three or five phases as in (c). Actions' 

of the first two phases are as for a Lo~ Double Order (d). 

For the others, three or five phases: 

16/32 64 

(100) '(100) DUmmy (no literal available), 

1st partellO) "(110) Valid, no-increment to Control 0 (1st part 

of) the literal 

2nd part(ill), (101'> Valid.. RSF is incremented and the new top of 

Stack is used to store the literal of the 1st 
~, . ' 

'part. 

Also second part 32/64 literal For 

(010) Dummy. Third part of 641iteral assembly 
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(011) Dummy. Last part of 64 literal into (110) 

Whenever the pipeline contents are discarded, RDF17B,18g19 are set 'to 

(000). This is similar to (100) except RDF17A is ignored; the 

contents of RDF/RDN are treated as invalid. 

Further action is taken in the case of non-overlapped 

orders. Instead of RDF being strobe~, oil (100) after the last 

ph as e of the order, the las t ph as e inhi bi t;s RDF and. puts RF .1.30 

t'o '1 t: This' sets RDF20 and resets RDF17A on the same beat that 

puts the las~ phase in RFl and also maintains the inhibi~' on the 

RDF strobe. RDF20 is lQlo,~ as the Z-bit and inhibits the strobe 

of RF130, 31 (see next section). 

Thus RDF is locked out and contains aduromy order,,' copies 

of which follow the order phases through the pipeline G 

3.3.2 instructi~n Buffer Interface 

The lBU has an out'put buffer of eight ~8-bi t registers 

which are filled in rotation by instructionS from store accessed 

through SAC. 

Each register contains one 16-bit Q-word of instruction, an 

t Interrupt t bit and an ',Out-of-S equence' bit, (bot:h des~ribed at the 

end of this s~ction). Each register is g'ated in rotation, onto th,G 
• 

IBU->PROP instruction highway such that the first, rel?;ister to be 

filled is the first to be gated out. 

Each bea~ down ,the pipeline which reaches P~F/RDN (ioe o does, 

not stop at stages 2, 3 or 4) causes a strobe ·JIB' to be ~'ent to, lEU • (3/Fi,g 3) 

Since each register is filled and used asynchronously,' the highway 

may be invalid, changing or ,valid according to whether the register 

being gat'ad out is empty (yet to be fillea since ,it was las't gated O~tt) D 
" .': 

e 
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JIB occurs a little in advance of the beatreachil'l.g'RDF/RDN 
• 

and so allows IBU to sample the state of its registers ¢ ,If' IBU finds that: 

the highway will be static and valid in time, the input to RDF 17 A is 

put to a 21 g,v otherwise, it is put to a fO v ~ This affects PROP ill phase( 100) 

as described in the last Section o 

If InU finds that the highway is changing or i:hval,id 9 it leaves the 

, regis tel" gated out to the highway. When IBU finds that tho higlnvay is 

va~id, the present register remains gated out 'if RF131 is set to 8. u 1 ~ 

by this beat. 

Each phB?e of a valid or~e~ in RDF puts, RF131 to °1 9 if. the 

~ phase does not require data, ioe. RF131 is set by: 

(a) Short, Double Order : (100) 

(b) Lit~ral 16 or Long Order: (100) only if;N = 0 

,(c) Long, Double Order : (110) except ,:~= 

Cd) The last phase of a non-overlapped orde~~ 

RF131 remains=l until the order is executed 

and the next order is about to, be ,s tored' 

into RDF/RDN 

(e) VWaiting2 (see below) : (100) 

, I , 

When IBU finds the highway is static and valid and P..F131=O ~ tho 

next register is gated 'out after RDF/RDN have, been st:robed in time ~:Or' 

the next boat., 

The ;Wai ting g condi tion is entered if there is a poss i bil itY , 

that the highway could become invalid before all the roquired ~-'word£l 

of' an instruction of length> 16 bits had been strobed into R.DN" It is 

not possible to insert udununy~ phases since in most cases (0 ~g ¢ ilssEJrubly 

of 32/64 literals) this would not work o Uaving strobed a valid order 

into"RDF, PROP will 'Wait' unless IBU has at least the extra number of 

'words required o Each beat samples 'and then strobes RDF21~24p where:; 

RDF(20+n) = v l' shows that IBU has > n valid 18-bi t 'words in its - ' , 

buffer registers in addition to the register gated out~ Thus 

for a Litera132g RDF22 must be °1' else PROP 'rill wait by 

putting RDF26 = 1 and re-sampling RDF21-24 on subsequent beats 

until RDF21 = 71 0 (since one 16 bit word, is already in PROP an.d 

'the ~ word. is on the highway.. For an instruction :2 words in length. 9 

, the input to, RDF,~7A is strobed with PJ)F21~24 into RDF17X to end the (WaitS, 

RF131 isal,sp put to' v 1 t while stage, 0 is Waiting since the, ' 

highway vri1;L not· be 'us:ed by the next beat .. ' , 

Whil~ 'waitingVDOthe Microprogram ~enera.ter is inhibited 

by not atrpbing RDF17Bq 18 g '19o 
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The 'Interrupt' bit in each buffer register is required for the 

following reasons. The Pipeline in PROP and further stages of buffering 

in IBU CaU~H) the IBU to access instructions ahead of the present 
, ' 

one being e~0yuted by PROP. Some or all of these may 
. . . . ~ . .. ~ . 

never' b~ 'executeq.: i,f the. Pipeline is abandoned, so. that if IBU 

is unable, .to acc~ss .~ order due to Control. Segment Overflow 

(in IBU) or' CPTIt, then an. Interrupt is ,not sent to the Interrupt 

system. Instead IDUsets the 'IBU Interrupt' bit and fills up the 

buffer registers to PROP with those valid but 'garbage' orders, 

following the last order IBU was able to access. 

,The action of the Microprogram Generator is amended' 

when an 'II3U Interrupt' order is sensed by RDF28 as follows: 

(a) Phase(lOO) : If the order in RDF is valid then a 

dummy order is put into RFl together 

t, 

, with • IBU Interrupt 9 (F.F12z) 0 If the 

order is ':l.nvalid, then PROP is either 

locked out by the Z-hit, or is, samp1:i.ng 

'Old' 'garbage' orders while IBU is 

fetching the new order stream requested 

by PROP, ie no effect (IBU Interrupt is 

~ propagated). 

(b) Other phases using RDN : RF122 is set along with the 

garbage word(s) p~d thai; phase of the 

order is set 'non-valid'~ 

RDF28 is not strobed while stage 0 is 'WaitingO for more 

data in case the highway has become invalid. 

Should the Pipeline be discarded I all' IBU Int errupt ~ bits 

are reset at each stage. 
; , 

See section 3e11.5 for actions which occur when an lBU 

Interrupt Order is t, executed,' t by PROP. ' As soon as IBU 'is able to' 

access more orders, the 'Interrupt' bits will be over-Written as 

the buffer registers ar~ filled. 

The 'qut-of-Sequence' bit in each buffer register is required 

du\:) to the action of the Jump Trace in IBU(Chapter 2), if an 

unconditional or Test Control Transfer using a 6/16/32 bit Literal 

operand has been executed recently by PR9P,IBU will. send instructit;>ns , 
for the t 'Jump to' t address should this instruction (recognised by ! 

its t, Jump from t " address) pass through IBU again.~ . 

'.- . 
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Whenever lBU antioipates thG execution of a control transfer 

the 'Out-o·f-Sequence v . bi t is set en the last half""Woro fer that orde:!." 

causing the (possible) transfer.. This propagates' through the Pip·.eline 

(RDF16 -> RF16) and is used in the Control Transter action. (see Section 

3.10.7) to decide whether to discard the pipeline" .\ 



3.4, ' Actions at Stage 1 - Addition of'Name and Base 

, In this stage the shifted name in rom and, tlie apprOpriate 

base in RBS' are ,added together using a 16 bit parallel 'adder"The' 

operand address thus formed is set into the adder register RNA 

,ready to be copied into RIN, the input to the next stage .. 

Since there are 216 32-bit named operands allocated to a 

. process, and since PROP accesses 64-bi t opersnds ~ ',only' 15 of the, " , " 

16 adder outputs are required for the operand address.' The ,16th,II' 

the most significant bit, indicates adder overflow or,und~r~low 

if = 1, and this indication is preserved with the function bits 

as digit 23., If this bit is set no operan~ access is performed g 

and an interrupt is caused when the Control Register indicate~, 

this, instruction. (See Seotion 3.11'.6). 

Stage 1 also contains the Z - Decode for PROP Internal r~gisters 

, (see Sect~on 3.10.2), and the decode which modifies 1st part,of a *~ 

order so that it appe~s as a =>order (see Section 3.2.2)0 

, c 
3.4.1 Adder Input/Output Alignment 

, , 
The diagram (Fig ~4) shows the alignment'o~ all' inputs and 

outputs associated with the name/base adder" , " ,. 

3.4.2 Z - Decode 

This supplies the levels'required to select any PROP IR 

to be read or' strobed. As copies of the Non-Dverlapped funotion 

reach Stage 1, two portions of the decode are enabled: 

,', ! 

(a) Select IR (if any) to re~ .. 'Those outputs which 

select RNa, rum" RBF, RBN are fed back toS tage 0" ruiN 0 

, RYB, RMS are selected immediately and 'gated through 

GMSOO-15 • RMS is masked for MS =, unmasked :for 

" EXI'1'jRETUM • 

(b) For f' orders only: Select operand (from RHO) for 

addition and select IR to be 

strobed~ 

Select' operand (D1ZHO) is sent 'to Stage 0 0 This and the 

,; strobe select signals are ,enabled by D53AZ when the 

valid order reaches, Stage 5 for execution. , For an o'rder 

. whiohstores a PROP IR no'Signal from (b)' is ena.bled~ 
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3.5 Actions at stage 2 - Association 

At this stage the operand address has been calculated in 

the Name Adder register RNA and the 15 10so bits (m.s. bit, being 

,overflow or underflow - 3.3), are copied into the 1.s. end of 

Interrogate Register RIN. The m.s~ 4 bits of RIN form the process 

number P, which may only be altered or read as' a V-line ~ The 

twentieth, digit is used to prevent association succee,ding during 

Level 0 Interrupt Routine. The input to this digit position 

'. is a leJei, '.4~coded from the Machine status Regis tel" RMS ~ 
: . ,The ;address (l.s. 15 bits) copied into RIN is also copied 

, '. , . 

into tho Non-equiyS:lence ~egister RNQtogether with the,32-bit 

word addre~~'RF22i'(f~r 3~ bit.'vari'ables):o' .'This ,is used during 

the actions invol vad in G?aling with non, equivalence in the Name' 

'store, described in section 3_1103 and for output with the order~ 

The operand address is now ready for presentation to the 

~ame store. This is 'an associative store, consisting of two main 

sectionseThe two sections, or fields, are as follows:-

"''". 

Virtual Address field 28 lines of 20 bits 

Va.lue field 32 lines of 64 bits 

The normal action is to present the virtual address of the 

named operand to ;the associative field, and if the 'operand is 

available in the Value field it is read out~ Association takes 

place on all 28' lines of the associative field. If the virtual . 
address in RIN is identical with an address contained in one of 

the 28 lines, a '1' signal appears from that line~ This signal, 

gated with a signal from the corresponding digit position of the 

Line Used Register PiliU, is copied into the Line Register RLR, at . 
the next 'beat' of the pipeline o riliU is. 32 bits long and each 

digit position indi'cates whether or not the content of the· . 

corresponding line of the Value field is valid at any time" 

The RLU register is updated whenever ~he contents of the Value 

field are changed. The RLU bits for the executive lines are:: 10 

stage 2 also contains decode providing signals to stage 30 

These are used to control stage 3 and Juke Box. 

A 'stop at stage 2' signal is generated if 'a valid B => 

order is in RF2 whilst ther'e is a previous one outst'anding (see' 

section 3.11.1). 

The contents of~he 15 los. bits of.RIN also provido rip's 

to ns3 (copy of stacl" Front) and to RVD via the V-decode •. RVDOO-12 

en'7ble the PROP v:"store lines (see:Section 3~12)o 



3.6 Actions at stage, 3 - Read Operand 

At this stage one of the 32 digit positions 'contains a 

t 1 t (if the association was succ·essful), and thus access may be 

.made to the corresponding line in the. Value field •. The 

addressed 64-bit value is read and .appears on thedig::i.t lines of 

.. : the Value field. 

Ylhilethe read access :Ls in progress :the·content of 

. . ··1 
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RLR is checked to ensure that th~ association. did in fact succeed. 

This test determines whether a '1' actually appeared 'in any bit 

position' of RLR'. If RLR contains no '1' bit then 'non-equivalence' . 
, 

is produced. 

The' effect of equivalence/non-equivalence is'described 
.. . 

in sections 3.10 & 11., If RLR contains mora than one t 1 t bit 

then 'multiple-equivalence' is produced. ~his will cause an 

Interrupt (see Section 3.11~). 

,j 

, 
Orders reaching RVF /RVu wi thout operands', but whi9h neverthe-

less require them, are dealt with by the 'Operand Assembly' .. · 

.'mechanisms (see Section 3 .. 7) ... 

Equivalence is forced if the order does, not require a 

named primary operand, or if the order is non-valid 'or if 

overflow occurred in the Name Adder • 

. _ The virtual address of a named operand sP~cified·by an 

order is preserved in the Virtual Address Buffer RVQ during' the 

read phas~ of operand access so as to be available in RVA in the 

event of non-equivalence. 

stage 3 contains the 5 econdary Microprogram Gener,ator 1\ 

which is used to further expand some orders. 32/64 Literals 
" ,H 

are ,also assembled at this Stage. 

... , 

The contents of RLR can be strobed into ·RBW which together 

with an equivalence circuit between'R.LR and RaW are'used, to implement 

the overlapped B=> order (see Section 3 .,10 -4). 

, 3 .6.1 Secondary Microprogram Generator . 

The,Secondary Microprogram Generator (3/Fig 5) :produces the Gxtra 

phases required to store operands in PROP, .to modify the Lri-Ut for 

STACK LINK, and to produce the. extra t' orde.rs ~ 'l;'eq'Uired . to . imp~ ement 

Double. Internal Register, Executive pall and.XNB' External Descriptor 
, , 

/SEOP Vari.able Accesses. :., 
.1, 



No action,is taken for B=> namedvariabie orde,rs, no~ for 
, , 

ACC;> named variable orders since these latter expect to find N~e 5tO:lre' 

, 'f. «(;Jee ~ection 3 0 10 .4) • 
A *= order has been expanded and modified to appear in Stage 3 as; ." .. 

1st part (BTD+.ACC) => STACK ie named v~iable, 

2nd part (B+D+ACC) = [OPERAND] 

'B or .ACC=> STACK is dealt with as above; D=> STACK is, dealt with :ill (~) 0 

,(a) (D+f\) => nomed variable or any a> any V-line. 
. -- ,-The information to store the operand in miD is' contained 

in R4-"":) (type and size of operand), and RW (PROP V~line) or RLR 

(the line'to which a,variablemust be ~itten) until the order h~s 

reached Stage 5 and has been executed, by means of a 'stop at'stage 30 

s'ignal. 

When the valid phase of the order reaches Stage 3, til, v~~l:l.!l:'lll 

,no-increment to Control ol"der(bit 19 :: 0), .is put into RF4 by ~;;hr,'l ~le:;..;;t beato 

Subsequent beata put 'increment Control only' orders in RF4 .. ,Wh$X! 

, the first phase reaches Stage S, the Pipeline is as followsg 

Stage 5 
stage 4-
stage 3 

S~eges 0-2 

.. • 
0 .. 
• • 
.. • 

Valid, no-increment 

Increment only 

Increment only (no chQllge after first beat) 

No change (beat is stopped ,at Stage 3) 
, The order' at Stage 5 stores the operand and.sets St&>ge 3 

to dummy. This ~lease8 the 'Stop at stage: 3 q condition and'ls&wefJ 

one order only (stage 4) to add to co~trol ~ot o~ the 'next oo@,t£l 

but on the beat after. This delayed 'increment' is required by STP~K LOrn: 

and Executi'\1'G Calls (o+d below) 

If the order is the 1st part 'of D*=. then Control i~ not ! 
incremented by the Stage 4 phase (bit 18= 0)., The seco~d par~ remains in 

Stage 2 until the Stop condition is removed and will cause ~nt'rol~ to be 

incremented when it is executed. .< .' 

'(b)' STACK. This appears as two parts • 

1st part accesses the operand 

2nd part stores the operand in the, variable with base RSF 

(ie to the Stack). : 

The 1st part is atlow~d th1'9ugh." The 2nd. part is expanded 
J i 

as in (a) above. After the 1st part (va.l.id,~ no-increment to Control) 
• • ,I' , , 

has baen executed. the pipeline is as in (a) abQve; the operand to 
\ . " ." 

be Stacked is in mu. ; ,: ,\ 
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(0) STACK LINK 

This is similar to (b) except that the ls~ part accesses the operand 

and modifies the LINK == [MS ,NS ,RCO+OPERAND] • ?:'his ia used as the, 

operand to be Stacked by the 2nd part. RCO 'is not directly accessible 

and instead RCA is used. Normally, RCA '= Control required 'by next 

beat, ie for a valid order llCA is the incremented value of Contr.ol 

and RCO :;:; :RCA i:f and only if the order is executed,. When the 1st P9.:E't . , 
modifies the LIme, RCA '= RCO+Operand to 'be Wiled when th.e· 2nd pa",'t"t in 

Stage 4 is put into stage 5.. Thus control caDnot be inoremented until 
, ' 

after the following beat .. 

(d) EXEC CALL : xc0-6 

This is similar to (b) except that the 0 Increment onlyl'i 

order is ~ in this instance, a. control tr~sfer to Segment 8193 whi~h 
~ .' 1 

lis exeouted in the normal manner except, tha:t RCA b set to 6(8193)<11-

, L(f6-8) inste~ of the operand. 

, 

(e) Double Internal Register Orde,r : (B or D or ACe) =/=>(B 0:11." Ii Jr 

ACC) 'lit " '.', 

'.' .two'phases ::," . 

. , ' .... ~.: ~ .:1S~' Phf!lS~ 
. " 

¢ontrol bits 'are set to distinguish:an order referring 
~, J . ' 

to 'the 0';1' .. bits (I"R. Nol'1l'UU.) or to the I.Ro bits (I .. R ... in :all 
D or ACe,Units). The latter change ·store~to. 'load' 

funotion and vice versa e.g. *cor. => loR.' is 'IR= cr~Q 

(f) XNB Descriptor or SEOP Variable AcoeGs 
! . , ~ 

An XD access must generate an extra phase in front of ~l~tl 

part of the order whioh initiates the requiredSEOp actions sines PROP 

does, not' yet have the descriptor or variable to send to' 'SEDP 

with the ordarl' 

Orders (a) above are held up In extra beat while the XD 

'. ',Access ~aches stage 5 and on executiJn ~au~es the operand to be ' 

. returned' to PROP. 
" ~, 

Similarly for (b), (0) and (d), ie the phases produced are: , .' 
ist part, XD, :: Valid e no-increment : 'Accesses XD operand 

, I 

1st. part (2): tt to : Accesses 2nd y operar~lfrom XD 

. 2nd p~t (1):: u ,: Stacks operand or LmK (Modified) 

, (Z)::Incrementonlyor EXEC CALL Control 1~anafe~ 
'(3)": Increment only:: set to' Du:lmny.when 2nd part(1) 

. . , ~ 
'. ". 

" 



, -,' 

3 0 6 .. 2 Liter~ Assem~~ 

When III Long Order is in stage 3p ~ly a 16 'bit literal i.EI 

co~plote in RL3o, A32 or 64 bit li~~ral is in the 16 bit regi~ter2 

RL3 g RL.Z and (64 bi: t only) RLl Md lUll{.. These, are assembled il1l Stae;e 3' 

to produce oXle 32/64 bit operand to be strobed into RVU o ro)!{ dosfJ 

n~t become val.id until 30 nsec after Rl.6 due:'OO 'the blaa.t bGi~ 
delayed 10 :n~eQ per Stage to avoid one Stl<!e;6, changing, while the ll1\a:li:t 

Stage input III nre still being sampled" 

Thus a. (ihiccup fJ i~ produced to en,aure that the neJ1:t: beat does 

not como until at least 60 DIBOC after' the laGt beat iru:rteaa of .dO :altZGIr." . . . 
The 10 naec spare for strobing RLa->RVU me~s thst,n~ Ghiccup9 is ~equired 

for RL2 =>RVU (gZ hit literal)~ , 
'l1'4e tl:I:BU InterruptI) and eOUt of Sequence g bito (f~eG Se©~ion 3.';302) 

have also to be essembled (ORed) with the corresponding literal ~egi3tersQ 

A 16 bit signed Literal Order is ~sign .extended ~t this st~g;r"l to 3:& . ' 

bits foX' RVU" 
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'3.7 . Aotions at St5e .4.- pperand Assembly 

An operand acoessed from the Name S tore will' app'ear in 

RVF; fJ:Om a PROP Internal Register or a Litera! it will appear 

in RVU.. Other operands whioh cannot be picked up by (this phase 
. ' 

'of) the order as it progresses through the pipeline are put into RVU 
" . 

to be sen.t from PROP by means of: 

I.' 

(a) VU-WAIT;for all == named operand orders in Name Store. 

Bypass, == Local V-Store lines. 

Juke Box fetches the operand £rom a PROP V-line; . 
. . 

else from Store or the Unit ~ontaining tho V"'lin~ !!.! 
2£ .. 'l.'he operand is strobed in~o nvu . before 

.. Contl·o1 is incremented for. the order at Stnge 5.. Thu/S' 

the next beat finds Stage ,4 with its operand in RYU. 

, or' (b) Prior phases of the order generated by the Mioroprogram. 

". ", Genel'a.tor (Stage ~) and the Secondary Mioroprogrllll1 

:; ..... 'Oenerato14 (Stage 3). These cause a similar result to 

.' ':::'.,,:'!':(a.') "~:x~ep1: that: ~ order is generated which leaves' 

, ':,. l'ROP for the, Unit 'cOncerned and causes. the operand to 

be"retumed t()PROP~ Juke Box the~,h~ving waited for. 

the oPiEll"Md to return to RHo, strobes it into RVU for 

\111.'8 by this phase.. ExampleD lOt this i ar~ DIR, XD (see 

Seotion 3 8 10.5), STACK (1st p~t)o ~ 

An Operand destined fer PROP may either be ,accessed as in (a) lOr 
".' , I 

(b) ablOve and'then sent front mIl to RHO Vi, the ~entral Highway 

(PROP .... > PROP) lOr by an order reaching 'Stage 5 and causing the 
. . 

operand to be sent back to PROP from the Unit concerned. M example 
, I 

cf the first is NB m SF+, cf the latter is D => named v.ariable o 
, ., 

~e operand, i.n RVF/UVU may be gated frcm the moB .. or los 0 half. 

into the 1.a ... :h:rU.f of mil for 32 bit operands. To compile the LINI{g 

",·the m.s: half ofRVU (containing R'MS, RNB) is ,gated to. the m"s" half' 

RHland RCA is ga.,ted tc the 1.s. half of MI. I 

, 'I 
, A 16 (already sign extended to 32) ;or 32 bit signed literal is 

, . . , 'I " . 

sign extended~to 64 bits fer RBI. i' 
1 ·1, • 

S~agef4 implements the actions required by a desc:t"1ptcr lOr, a '. ; 

. , .. 

non-ACe variaple finding Name Store Non-equivalelilceor an p£.C =i> variable 
. i!' 

finding equivalence lOr an order trying to access the same line in' 
, , ,. . 

Name Stcre which is, usedl by an outstanding B =>variable order .. " . .' " .,. " 
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Even ~hough an order has su.ccessfully· reached StQge' 40 it 

may be prevented :from going out or executed b~ 'wo Lock-out 

conditions: 

(a) A Bc.()zoder at Stage 4 when a B r 1 ord~r is outstaud~ng 
, , . ' . 

(b) It COMPue order at Stage 4 when a CoMPare :it'esul t . 13 outstallldi~ 
.' 



3.8 Action! at stage 5 - Order for 'Executicn 

. An Order appearing at stage 5 requires lOne cf. the 

'following actionli 

(a) If subject to a Lockout (see Sectien 3.11,.7) it 

. must wait, until this is satisfied. . " 

then (b). Wait until accepted by Central Highway (to B ~r 
. PROP-'>PROP) lOr by Dr Highway lOr both (B l&odifier) 

lOr neither (no erder leaves PROP; there ~y be, 

G\cotion by Juke Box, eg ACe Write Equivalence) .. ' 
• ,i, 

then (0) Con t:r.ol is handed to Juke Box which, by setting bit. 

, FBl1GN: 
, \ 

(i) Performs any further actiens necessary to process 

the operand (if any) for Stag~ 5 
then (ii),· Answers, va-VI AIT providing (i) was successful 

then (iii) Generates,the.next 'beat' which increments o • . .'. 
Contl~l for the erder leaving Stage 5 providing 

tbat it was a val id erder fer 'Which the inCrellM~lG.·i; 

w~ not inhibited, and that (i) was suc~e~sfulQ 

It also resets FBDGN. 

N~i;e that s dUllliUy order generates So beat enly,. which 

therefore puts the ne~t order into Stage 5. If,the pipel~ne is 

abandoned, VU-VI AIT is not looked .. at and PROP oycles on' dummy 

beats until the first valid phase ef the new order stream reaches 

Stage' 5. The generll.'ttionof a beat returns th~ status of the new 

order to (a) above" .. i . 
. I' '. 

The Va1l11S of the increment to Centrol : is the number of 
" ; i, 

16 bit halt 'WOltdlll ·~$l.t were read ,in b1 ~tage 0 to form the i,nstr\lleti~n 

(see Seotion 3 .. 2 ~1) .. . 1 , , 
, l' 

Tbe ~\tp~t registers fer (b) are: 

function RF500-15 " To central ' 

Operand RHloo-63· ,'Highway "Dr' 

Virt Add: ProCGSS Ne RPNOO-o3 

Segment No GSN02-14 

(32 bit) Word Add RHQOO-15 

;1'0 Dr enly 

~ 

. " ' Control levels and pulses are also sent (aD listed' in, 3/F,ig 6 .. 
, . 

All operands returning to PROP via Cent*al Highway (from B, 
'. ," " 

D,I' OBSand' ACe) are copied to RHO and ~ sto~ed away by Juke Box before 
i ' 

.the next peat is generated. i :' 

~ . ' . '" , . , 

0P'i'rands fer S ACmay be taken' fJ:'Oll1 R~ lOr RVU.. Operands 

'; in RBI are;'~irst copied.to'RUQ(PRQp.;.>pOOP) and, then RW .. Operands 

frOm, Si1C"ret~~: ~o aw..;' ';i' 
, . . .' ~ "" ~ :-... . , ,," " 



afto~ t~c lost ana. 

3.1.~) to com~loto • 

• • ~- • -, -"I 
~ -J.!.. .... ~ ~ 
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(ii) liS soon as all System ]):1"1"01" interrupts havo booD. clearod, the 

routine is not protected agai:;:!~t 'a Sy:3t~L1 .Error interrupt 

occurring before the routine oxi ts ~ $0 ths:t the IlI.teX'l'upt Ent17 

action would cause the p:rosent System LINK to over-vll'i te the 

OLD LINK :in System v-store. \'1ithout LINK 

\"ould be uSed to oxit both from tho lat~r. Cl.l1G the e,arl:i.or S'ystem 

routinos to the earlier System routine instead of the interrupted 

routino, io a loop condition results 0 It' may' be prevented by" tosting 

tho OLD LINK to see if it is a Syste;n ErrOl' LINK. If not then 
, , 

it is copied to the sE.',ill.e location immediatGly 0 Whenevor, a Sys tem , ' 

to restore the LINK, i "e" the original OLD LINK is prosel~ved,m,d the 

intel'rupted. routine ca;:1. be resumed Q 

Noither (i) nor (ii) are required by other LO or L1 routines, Si;:lCO m.rs 148~15 . 

provide permanent protection and as soon as 'tho OLD LINK has beon restored 

,any masked LO or 1.1 interrupts would immediately cause an Intel:rup't COlU:mnd. 

Intorrupt Entr-j' would then store the OLD LINK s,gain ... 

3.11.7 Lockouts iri PROP 

(iJ A 9'n 9 Secondary Operand order sets RBL!) bit in stae;e 5 until 

central Highway receives the B order from Dop. No 13 o'rders can bG 

sen·t out from PROP' whilst D.13LO is sot since it may get to 13 beiol's 

tl10 other order via SEOP., 

(ii) A CGI\IPare order sets RCLO bit i:a stage 5 'qntil the,Test Rcgis'~;)l'S 

h2,ve bGon sot in Machine status (llil1S0c..-o6). No other CGMPfJill oram:s 

COl'!. bo sont out from PROP while RCLO i';;; set sinco there is no assured 

o:;:,der in which the te:::t results will l'eturn. 

Thus should (i) or (ii) occur stage 5 is in ~Locl:.:out~ un'til 

tho lockout is reset. 

Ordors which use tho 1'<')zt Rogisters cannot; bo ex,eauted until 

(iii) Inter:r.'upt Ent~7: tho Fij~ed Iru;;tructions store RlB. To onsure 
, , 

0 /7 "1" .. 1- Bo~~ a'oes not c>1·rol.00 "i.ITC un'-J.·'_ nCL-O 1.11'1'" bO"'ll RiW:;Oi!.- I al'O VA loU JU ',0 .. ,. .. v_ J.> - - v.. ~ v 

(iv) Booloan(T0st): the Boolean Registor rm is not Set/Reset by 

Julw Bo:;;: from the results of fn(BN, TEST) until after JRCLO is roset 

(v) To::;rt T:;:·2.J."1Sfor: t:16 Test Tran~fer Jump/no-Jump decision is not 

mado by Juke Box until after JR~LO is reset and TEST is valid. 



The PROP tJuJ'.:e, Box' 

The Juke J?ox provides all the pulses necessary to sample 

and mnnipuh.te information contained in PROP (functions, 9peran~s, 

state-of-PROP). Orders are advanced through the Pipeline 

by a series of 'beats', each one of whi, h puts a new order (possibly 

a dummy) .into Stage 5 '. When the order has been accepted 

by any relevant, highway'(s), . a bi:t fBDGN is' set and remains 

set until the next beat is generated and propagates down the 

pipeline (31Fig 7). O\V;ingto the distance at 'which sub~units 

'of PROP are placep from Juke Box, their strobes are up:to 20 

nseC behind the cor~esponding function registers' RDF, RFl-5 .. 

s'ince data for the sub-units is generated from these .registers 

and 'from nDN (also local to Juke Box) this is of no importanco 

for data flows. Also Central Highway and Dr highvmy are' near or 

on the correct side of the output registers. It does however, 

limit the response of PRoP pipeline to Name store conditions and 

manipulations (soo section 3.11 and 3.12). 

3.9.1 Juko Box Routines 

Bofore FBDGN is set, the last beat strobes RWTO-8. 

which informs Juke Box of any WAIT conditions. More than one 

can occur and they are dealt with in the following order (unless 

the pipeline is abandoned)(31Fig 8): 

(a) B => order returned. 

RHO contains the operand requested from B by the 

overlapped B => order. The B => Routine uses RBW 

andRF3 information to store it ,in Name store (see 

Section 3.10.4). 

(b) Interrupt order 

PRoP has sent out an Interrupt Order. When any 

outstanding C~Ware Order returns, Juke Box strobes 

,'.:- .RIE which'sets Interrupt Entry Mode (see Sectiqn 

. ::-.,:', ':::3·~11.6) and .th~n abandons the Pipeline and sets 

" ': : ,' .. ": '<~. s~~~· .. 5 to' dummy, ignoring other, i'{ AIT ' S • 
· .... (c)DR :.... ,YlA~T-:.· ." ' 

Exept for named variables and literals which 

'use an advanced handshake (DR guarantees to accept 

this and the next), .Juke Box waits', for Dr to say 

'Order guaranteed to Complete in br' before 

continuing. Dr may instead say· t Abando,n t ortP~ocedure 

Call'. The former implies a ST5 order is being 

curtailed, the latter that the 'descriptor sent by 

PROP requires fixed instructions from lBU (See 

Section 3.11.8.) For these last two the pipeline' 

is abandoned. , 

I il ! 



Dr maY,~lso,send with 'Order Complete' 
, ": 

a level snyinng 'Current Name Segmont Equivalence' .' 

This resets any VU-WAIT and sets t (DIi.=,)CT t 

(d) 'AYl.=, 

This is answered (see section 3.11.2)' 

.and any further WAIT'S are ign:orpd sincs' these' 

apply to the order s tHI in Stage 4. 
(e) PROP C. 

PROP has sent out a Name store Access Order. 

The PROP t actio~ is entered (see Section 3.11.3). 

Should SAC or ODS be unable to l'eturn the operand due 

to CPR a, then (.1:~) ).s entered;' otherwis e any further ' 

WAIT'S are ignored as for Cd). 

(f) CPR-WAIT 

PROP has sent out an order which requires CPR = to 

succeed. These are described in Section 3 .11.9 ~ 

Following a CPR C. these would result in PROP 

otherwise either halting or using an invalid operand. 

This is avoided with co-operation with DES; 

Juko Box enters (b) if the CPR-WAIT is not satisfied. 
, ' 

(g) 1-IO-WAIT 

, I 

PROP has either sont out an operand from ru1I or 

is waiting for one to return from B, SEOP t DBS or ACC 

'r':tJ. Central Highway to mID. When the operand returns, 

FHOlillY is set. If the operand is from B and a 13 => 

operand is outstanding, then (a) is entered, holding, 
-', . 

up (g) until the next operand appears. One of 

various routines may be entered following the return 

of the'operand: 

<:0. 1300lean or Test (see Section 3.10.7) 

(i i) 'PJIO -> RVU (required by. Double Orders and ' 
. . '", ," 

::'.'.: ",:, ,XNl3:,!?escriptor, (Sections 3.10.5 & 6) 
{iii) "'~~n~r·oi:','1'~ans~er:'(s.ee secr~ion 3.10,.7) 

(i;5.'=> "Rout,in~s"using RF3 etc used ior'~>"Variable 
~ ,~ o· • . 

in PROP Name S'tore;' => PROP V':'lines'; => System 

. v-store or' => variable in NSBP; =>External 

',v-store (see Section 3.10.3) 

(v) f'(PROP IR) (se9 Section 3.10.7) 
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, 
. " 

A Control Transfer may cause the pipeli~e to be abandoned, 

as may => NS13P following CPRt_ The latter would also cause 

stage 5 to be set to dUlllIllY'. ,S tage 3 is set to dummy only 
. , 

if rraquirad by the S ocondary Microprogram Generator (S99 

section 3.-6.1).. ' ; 



accossed diroctly 

irJ. IT;:~L~) (£;00 Section 3 {).to 03) ~ Due to CPT~t, v;hi(~h Dlfi)T 

CCC1..11" iol.'l :::: SYStol11 "';f"~Stol~O Ol~ = I'{SBl> { th.e operand n1G.~y· 

. :<10t be D.vai2o.blo. If SAC is unablG to supply the 0pOl'2.r.:.d 

Ii' IiQ~~·:WAI1.' did 11.0t abal1.doIl thG pipolillO, tllis forco:::' it 

~y 1110L1.l'lS of a Co~trol TransfoJ.~ uzi::'1.g (g) (iii) to tb.G 

oporand (soo Section 3.11.8). 

tho .:ru.n:) Trc.co of ElUto be updo.ted Y/1_th tb.0 ~ ~J'um:) fl'Gj~? S (= Control 

for ~:t ordo::.' if ·:,10 jump -1) &. ~ ~J1J"lp To ~ ~ (::: Control for no:ct O:,'clOl' 

af'co:,~ juwp) AddressoE> (16 bit boundary). 

jlfjl3 



3.10 Instructions Through PROP - Norm.al Actions 

The following secti'ons describe the Actions necessary to ~ 

execute orders ~rom PROP assuming 

(i) the order is executable (e.g. the operand is av~ilable 

without software action), 

(ii) any PROP Name store access !;las produced its expected 

l'esult, 

(iii) No Interrupts occur externally nor are any made to 

occur by invalid functions in PROP~ . 

(iv) No interactions with other orders or Units occur 

(o.g. not m{=(Ol"del') or DA=(Uni t» • . - . -
These excep~ions,aredealt with in Section 3.11. 

certain orders via OBS have to Vlai t for. CPR = before Juke 

BoX can execute them. For a list of orders and the actionoccuring 

on CPR ~, see Section 3.11.9. 

E, D and ACC *=.ol'ders are dealt with,aSadjacent =>·STACK .... 

and = orders since the order is split into two by the Microprogram 

Genorator (stage 0) and the functi9n of the first part modified to 

=> (s~age 1). The relevant Units then ~nterpret the *= function. as 

= only. 

Orders expanded by the SecondiryMicroprogram Generator 

(stage 3) are traced in their expanded form. 

All· a 'orands leave PROP fro.m ,ruu for other Uni ts and' 

return from thorn to P~O. . . 

3.1.0.1 Literal Operands 

Any =>. instruction causes a. PROP' Internal Interrupt and 

no other action., A = ins truction assembles t,he. ii teral (8 eo section 3.6.2) 

. from RDN, .RLl-3 as. required into RVU a~ stage 4 ~ An f = [that is 

hi ts (0+1+2) of the ?rder code l' 0] order leaves stage 5,to loaq the c.r.· 

from RUI. An'i t = [that is bits' (0+1+2) of the order code = oJ order at 

stage 5 se:pds a 'PROP->PRoP' request to the, central'Hi~hway which copies 

RHI to P~O. Juke BoX then' takes the necessary action. 

3.10 •2 Internal Register Operands' 

All PROP IR .orders [bits' (10+11>' = 0) are ,ncin-o~erlapped 
, , 

in PROP. Any => instruction specifying a PROP ,IR causes a PROP Internal.' 

Interrupt and no other action. ,An ,'= PROP IR order' picks ,up ·the 9perand via 

GBSOO-15 and m,~oo-15 into the ms.~ of RVU at stage 4. Except, for IRO, the IR 

is shifted to ·the'l.~'. ~ of RUl,in stage 5, .digits 00."':31 being all zero., 

For IRG,' known, a~' the LINK, ,th~ ,l.s. ;}. of yRfI,I., is. loaded wi th RCA[= P.CO 
, , ~! • 

(for the next ,order)]. 'The PRoP IR'S. ,are:' 
. , 

, .' 
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Ordors for Internal Rogisters not in PROP [bits (10+11) ~ 0] 

aro Double IR orders. Tho 1st part accesses the operand (from a 

c.r. if a c.r. =>; from an ~R,if a c.r. =) by sonding an ,qrdor from 

stage 5 to the donor Unit (B, D or ACC). The operand is returned 

to mID by Central Highway. Juke Box copies this into RVU to 

p~'ovide, tho operand for tho 2nd part in S tago 4 c The 2nd part 

roaches stago 5 on the next beat and sends the 'operand (to an IR 

if a c.r. =>; to a c.r. if a cr =) to the acc~ptor Unit (D, D or ACC). 

Control bi tswi th the order are set if PROP is refol'ring to tho 

IR function bits instead of the c.r. bits, ie 'IRA' with D ,= ACe lIt 

means send the contents of Ace Unit IR (n) back to PROP. Conversely 

'II\D' with D=>SEOP IR(n) means load SEar Unit IR(n) with the'~~ 

operand supplied. Operands from Dr return via OBS and Dop to 

Cent'ral Highway. 

Prom tho structure of the or~er code it is impossible 

to dofine an f9 order using IR oporand. Howe~er an IR may be 

stackod and then used by an Unstacki~ it o:rder. The PROP IRiS 

are also stored and loaded by tho'f' ordors.· 

3.10.3 V store Operands 

!lny V Store ordor will cal.+Se a PROP Internal Interr:upt 

and no othor action unless ono or more of the Executive Mode g 

Levell Interrupt or Level 0 Interrupt dig:tts' aro set in Machine 

status (m.1S 13+14+15 resp.), since these are 'priviledged V operands 0 

Local v-stor? is divided into Blocks which PROP divides into three 

categories: r 
Ci) Bloclt 0: System V-store, implemented as Segment 8192 

of the Virtual Store & An operand 'is access'ed via 

SAC (3/Fig 9 shows the SAC intel'face"sign~ls) making a 

normal = or => request as necessary. SAC receives 

r~N gated to appear as Segment 81920 Altrrough the 

address is treated as, a Virtual Address~ the operand 

is never in the Name Store (Segment 8192 is' accessable 

by Executive routines only and the software never sets 

RSN = 8192). The Name Store is therefore'by-passed. 

(ii) Block 1: V-lines wi thin PROP itself. Some of 'these' have 

special actions which are initiated by a = or => as 

appropriate (see Section 3.12). 

(iii) Blocks 2-127': Local V-S tore in other Units 0 Th,ese are 

accessed via SAC by making a V-store = or ,=> request as 

necessary •. 
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fo:.~ Block 1, else via SP.C for Blocles 0) 2-127. 'rhe ol:::Ci~::,a::ld is put 

di::i.'octly into RVU and enters PlU as ti.l.e ordo::.' is ~n.to stags 5 
to go to tho Unit concernod (er or ft). 

All => v-storo ardors 

t:~0 o:::lde1"' is 0X0Ct1tod \1 J':u-:. f -:: => V-S tore ordor ~s nOll-ovor.lappod 

5 ~' 7£.1.8 operand is sent fro~n RI-II to n110 (PRoP _a> PROl-;) 0 1i cr => 

v-s toro s el':.ds out an order from stage 5 to th':;J dono::.' DXll t whi cll 

Totu:cns the operand to RHO. 

For Block 1, Juke Bo:;, loads tho V-lino gi VG~:' by RVD and 

th.e:-~ e::t0:ts tl1.6 PURGE or SEiiH.CI-I fiction. if Toquired 0 For BIoclcs . "" ~ 

0 7 2-127 ~ JuI;:e Box ;s;tores the' operand via SAC t".sing RVA as the 

3' ~ 10 0':;. /\C C e.;,~~ ... s_0_-... s __ t_O __ P~R;..C_~_;":)_._I;..·:r;..2._:_·n_.,9.;....~S:..J.._,-_o_:. ... ,'_0_ 

lill ..;':(216.6. bit variab10s . . 

tll.e COllditiOl"l for PROP to 'rtorlc at cluxii.:1UlU speed) is as follows !.~ 

(i) AeG ::::> ,Variable ~ e;;::pects non-equi valenco followil1.g 

lwc Q P~sociation since all written by T.a.tlS t; bo 

in, (or else be t2"ansierrod to) OBS (I N'o opera:1.d is sent 

Ylith tho order; OBS accesses its 0'I'm ]{aJ:,1e store using 

the full. Virtual address sGnt "with the order fro:n :8.PN, 

'GSN, RI-IQQ Th.o equivalence :':'8cult :i.e k:-:.ovm ::2S ~AW::::~ 

(see section 3 ~11.2) and causes the line to be erased 

(ii) ACC ::: Variable: either oquiv" .. J.encG or n.on-oquivale:l."lcG 

is 7 nor,na1 2 • If equivalence occurs then a co:;?y of the 0p0rat:.d 

will be sort": fron.PROP (this order dOGS not cause ACe 

to a1 tor th0 operand. value). If :1.on-equi valence occurs u 

GJS vrill. access its Nru:te S taro as for (i) ~ 
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sh.ould be leapt in PiUJ=-) Jr2.1:1G S to~·e 0 If- , 110YleV01~ 11021-

equ1. val e:nce is found in P~u7 (1):l;.o".'lr~1 as ?~OP t) and t11e 

'..{- . 
1 \,. l.S 

i11ns erts the operal"?d illto :Namo S \;0:-':"0 from is l ... c fo:r~ all 

t~e5e accesses (see Section 3.11.3) 

It is !!GcGssp.ry to s'\vop o:.~ ~Gnd copies of ~IJe:ralld5 bet\78Gn 

.s to::.. .. e (r 

lost for :3 t Do:.. .. f t getting PRO? _ and 03S :::> lor 3, Do:' 

y*"ill s~~ld 3 .. n order to SEOP causing ass to malce un access usiuG 

:';"COl'"O USi!lg tho TIB"\? rogistor (its ~llome~ lino) an.d 11l"i'Z inforraatiol"l as: to 

(,;,r)/G I1 ") ~''L'':'i-_r1 ~_.L.~ ~?_"t/)1_· ~l- 'whir-l1 110,,1£ 0:: t11.0 r;:..:, bit li!10 is to S '2.28 \..)_~ V-I 7 -.. - -- v-- 1".t ...... - V .. 

are 8..11 zero ft Loa.dir:.g bit va~iable will 

c ems e r.1.s. 32 oi ts: to be igno:rod.) 



When the B => operand has been stored, it is necess ary t,p 

,re-cycle· the Name store to re-associate/read for stages 2, & 3 since ,

LR,is'destroyed by =>,Name store from the REW,register. The Virtual 

Address at; stage 3 (RVQ) is put into" RIN" associated and tho 'result 
" , 

used to restore,RLR. The Virtual'Address 
,. 

at stage 2 (RNQ)' is then put 

, 3/10/6 

bat:l~ into RIN(destroyed by the last action). Finally, 'B => outstanding' 

aljld the RBW bit are reset. 

Should tho pipeline be abanqoned at any time, the RBW-bit is 
.' 

not reset; '13=> Outstanding' is only reset'if tho REW-bit is not 
" . 

set (ie the B=> order is still in PROP). 

,(d) D => Local Variable is not overl.apped, but stops ~t, Stage 3 

. (see sect~on3.6.1). i'{han the order (Valid, non-:-increment phase) 

". :·.reaches stage 5, it is sent to Dl' which returns the o~erand to 

niiO··.~i·Ii··:aI3S· ~ '~i:;op, and Contral' Uighway~ 
, . ·· .... ·~he~ .. ~pOl~iUtd. is s to:red in the Name S tore using B.LR (the, 

'home t linf)' :~a ,Rii ~,i.l?-fo·~ati6n ~,'for (~') .. ·~io;·~ecy~lini is 
.', ',' ". . , .' 

needed sinco 'noothor order ~s,in stage~', and .stage ~ has not 

boen disturbed •. 

stage 3 is then set to dummy and Control is incremented 

after the ~ beat. ' 

(e) ff' => Local Variable (eg SET LINK) stops, ats taga 3 ,and picks 

up the PROP I.R. in stages 4' and S.. A. PRoP -> PROP order loads 

.. : ,mIQ which is used as in (d) above •. 

. (f) Descriptors aro accessed as for D = Variable.,SEOP 

loads the order from stage 5 i~to its Descriptor Ro~ister and 

uses i,t to access the Secondary Oper.and (Bit, Byta, String ,etc) as 

defined by the descriptor. ODS then accesses and stores the 

, S econdary Oper~~d in one o:f eight 128 bi t 1 ines in its Operand store: 

For ACC orders, ,no further action :LS required by PROP and Control 

maybe incremented. 

For some orders a CPR-WT is; necess ary (see Section 3.11 .9) 

and Control is not incremented until CPR ~is obtained. For a B 

order it is then necessary to set the RBLO bit which locl~ out 

the B until B is loaded by or has stored the,secondary operand 

,,(see Section 3·.11.7)~ /l. D= (] order is executed by two passes 

, through Dr in SEap. 

For an 'ft: (] order, a CPR-i'lT isneqessary~ The operand 

'. addressed by Dr ,is accessed byOSS and returned to'RHO via Dop 

and centrai Highway to .be useti.bYJuke Box.Ari f':i::> :[] causes a 

. PROP, Internal Interrupt since Des;criptor and f, t operands. WOUld. 

both be in RtII 



If the DGscriptor ia to bo modified by B (Gg ACe = S[B]): 

J:1.8..VO b(~on sent, the o!'cle:!. ... is said 'to b.av0 gor!o froln ~,tage 5 IS 011 

l'GcoiI't of "cllo modifior :l.~oquest~ the 3 scnds its value to Dr 

1~zGocia:i.:iorl 0 ~hu£ tl1e l1rtll1ed operand fro~"i1 I..lil19 Zero of !'ic.Il10 

S o:;rao:i'1'{; may appear in PJII ~ Gtoo:c Pll .. O:? actiOl1.S are tho sarn.e 0 

:Dl' uses the G:--:isting canton"en of tile DeSCl"'liptor ROG'iste:'.. .... 

Tho.c:;e use Sase XNB and Segmont(XND) (if RYD t I1.sH). 

Thoy ca:n .. il.ot be in PR.OP Name S toro, but may bo in O!2-S Operand 

store 0 l'IO access is made by PROP but an ordor is forced out to 

Or:s Vl.& Dr i711ich UZGS tho su:opl:l..ec1 full Vi:ctur..l" !~ddress (n.YB l::: 

in to'a 3 Descriptor order 

(b) ;'';";.1. i':..ee ":t;:-::te:cllal Variable loaves PROP "without operand as 

tIle oporand boing returned to REO i:;:om OBS via DOP and Ce:'1.tral 

Highway. f ~=> Extol'l1al Variable causes a.! Interr:upt Q 
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3.10.6 Dotible Orders 

(a) STACK is spli,t into two parts at stage 0 (see Section 3.3.1), 

the socond part stopping at S.tage 3 •. The 1st. part accosses .the operand 

as for an f V= order. Juke Box. then copies RHO to RVU to be used by the . 
2nd part .• This is. identical to an ft=> Local Variable using the accessed 

operand instead of a PROP IR.,7hen the next beat puts the 2nd part 

(Valid, no-increment to Cont~ol) into stage 5, the 'operand is stored 

in the new stack Front location. RSF has boen incremented by the 

first part in stage 1. Control is incremented after the following 

beat. 

(b) STACK LIN~ is expanded.as for (a). It is non-overlapped • 

. The 1st part accesses the operand as for an ·f'= order. Juke 

BOX then uses RHO to modify Control, i.e. [RCA] =' [RCO(th'is order)] + 

[OPERAND]. Together with the lUS half of RVU (containing mrs, RNB),' 

the 2nd part (valid, no-increment to 'control) copies RCA into 

RUI to form the LINK(Modifiod), o.f. PROP IRD. (Section 3.10.2), 

which is then stored, . and C01?-trol incremente'd, as above. 

(c) EXEC CALL 0-6 is expanded as for (a); 

The 1st part and 2nd part (valid, no-increment to Control) 

stack the Op~rand 'as for (a). The 'add to Control'phase of (a) is 

now a va.lid JUMP 'order (see below> which forces Segment 8193 + Line 

. 0-6 into' RVU at Stage 4. When this phase reaches Stage' S,n PROP 

->' PROP order is sent to Central Highway (as .forf'=). ;and Juke Box 

executes an absolute jump (Control Tr~~~der): to this addr~ss. At .... 

the same time Executive Mode digit (RMS13) 'is set to allow IBU to 

accoss the Executi ve Call CPR •. 

3.10.7 ORGANISATIONAL Orders 
C. 

I 

STACK LINK, xco-6 have been,. described. abovo. The remaining 

f I orders fall into two sets: f I => and f '= type orders.. The f' = 
are further divided. into PROP IR m~ipulatiop., Boolean (X, TEST) and 

control Transfers: 

(a) f'=> orders are 
.. 

SET LINK which stores an unmodified, non-incremented LINK t~ 

. a Name (see IRO Section 3.10.Z?, ie RCO is fo~ thi.sorder~ 

XNB => which stores the non-Local Name Segm~nt and Base . 

,-, regis ters' (IR1) 
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SF => Vlhic~ stores the Local Name. Segment and stack front registers 

(I~) 

. NB => whioh s.tores the Local Name Segment '.and Base registers 

(IR3) 

There is no EN=>. 



Unlike th9 PROP IR orders these store to an opo:cand instead 

of a 0:1'. 1-3 for PROP IR these are nOl1-:-ovorlapped as,Sembling the 

:>e~is tel'S i~ltO RVU :?;nd Inn in Stage 4 and .). 

The LEIK is non-incremented to a Locs..l Name since it 

U;30S a. del:;wod' ~ incromont Control t 
v , 

pha~e ::::> Name store. 

(b) PIlOP In. r,Ianipuls::::ion 

'l'hi;..·teen f 1 o:rders load Ol~ i:i.'lCl'e:ment I'egis tel'S :In PROP: 

(i) EXIT c.nd RliT"tJRN load the LINK, Leo [MS, rIB, CA] :::: [OPERf0ID]. Juke 

Box thus strobes m.E 1 RNB and RCA from mID G.."1d thon e:.::ecutes a 

J"Lll,lI' to this, ~WW value of control. [RCa] :::: [RCA] by the next beat as 

normal. '\'lhon u;::ing RETURN/IJNSTACK~ the LINK is talwn f::..'om- a 

, 2'educed St'ack .... lhere SF = NB .. stack Front register is left at 

N0-1 (see Section 3.3.1(c». This returns the (modified) LINK 

which wa::; S tackod 00£01'0 tho Routino was ontcrod. 

(ii),IILS :::: permits soparato bits of Rl',1S to be changed at yrill by 

!1lea:l1S of masking bits in tho '32 bit ope:e<mds ;thc 1s half of 

is p~i viledged .. 

(iii) DL ;: permits, a 32 bit Displa.y registor to be loadeo froD PlIO" 

'rho display lighta al~e situated or" the Console () 

(iv) Xl'lB= ::1.nd XNB+ allow the Non-Local Name ,Base registor to bo 

'loaded or :i.ncromented. 

(v) SF=,+;NB=,+ allow Loee.l Name BL".Ze snd. S-cack Fro;).t to be 

loaded' or incromented' rolati ve to thGmsel vel> 0:'" each othe:..~, o.g 0 

SF=NB+3 sets RSF::::Il.NB+3o If a segment boundal'Y is crossod~ then 

('vi) SN == a3,10w8 Sl'l' to be loaded ifR1rS(13+1,~.+15) == 1; if not it is 

a durnlny o:cder a 

(c) BCOLi~.'\l-r (X, TEST) Orders 

The of tho opEn-and are us ed as 

:coquired(soo Section 3.2.3). 'i'lhen the result is valid, 13N is s,ot 

to a 1'1?~ftka. 130010an function in. is 9true~ else/to 10 1 • 

(d) control Trall£for Ordors 

'.'.'11.on the opel'J..nd appears in PJ-IO, RCA is pointing to the 

noxt order.' 
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Jm!? and ->, Juke 

i"1;~ut 'co tho CC~1-;;:rol Adder by rmo and s traDos - RCACT) = RCO (,this ardor) 

+ ?;:·~o (rt~lC:.tive transfer) or x'ecctz nco a:nd strobes rtCfi.(J) = PJ-IG 

./~ :c'clati vo trs.nsf0r greuter t118.n n S eglnent or Yfhicll crOSSOD 

<, ,30c;mont lJou:.,'ary (Control Adder ovo:rflow) C8.11S0S an Intorrupt. 

V!hother the pipeline has to bo abancioned dopend::: on tho 

fol1o,\ving: 

(i) If the L-,U h~'s anticipatod, the tran..sfe:c (tho S equellco bit = 1 ;l7hich 

e:::ocutod 0 

(ii) (l'hG I.8U 11as ~not anticipato¢! the t:i."ans I 01" 

?or (i) the pipeline is correct, bu'::; fo:;.' (ii) it muzt be 

6::';;c[.~:..'c:oc1 and IDU as!~ed fo:;.' access ::lCA(J). Lfter tho e:::ecution is 

COl.'pJ.etG,. ReO (next order) = RCA(J) anci PROP feodsin C~'i2l:1hlY O:i:de:c's 

until I3U pl'"'ovidos the iirst i:nstructio11o £itl1er \VEL;', tIle n.oxt 

inst:ructiol1. oboyod is fl'om RCA(J) ~ 

FOi' a Test Transfer for which the TEST is fal;:;e 7 no' transfe:l.' 

is to be Gxecuted and RCf,( 1) is left unchc.nged. Then the following 

(iii) l.~!lG IBU 11<:tS al1.ticipated th.o t2"an.sfer yet D..' transfer is not to 

i.J0 o::::ocuted Q 

(i'v) 'T~10' IBU h.as not anticipatod the tronsiSl'-' and a. trallsfer is not 

to be 9~:o.CU ted (I 

Fo:;: (i v) the pipeline is cor:rect, but for (iii) j the same 

?::,'ocOC:t~:::fl must be applied as for (ii). 3i the::.' way, the next 

instruction obeyed is from RCACT). 

IEU is able to anticipate control transfers by means o~ a 

JUT:l;) Tl'ace (Cha::oter 2) w~lich PRO? causes to bEl updated lor each case (i1) 

fa:' Literal 6/16/3:2 Test Transfers or Uncol'ldi tio:i'1.9 .. l 'I'ransfe:L'$. Before 

sO;1dinz ncAeJ) (the Jump To address) $ ,PEDI' sends RCf1(I) from '\/hich 

13U 'f,11'oduce$ nCO( 1)-1 (the Ju.."llP From address). 



Tl:"0 instruction Duffe:c sen.do 8.. zequen.C0 bit to PROP Ylith tae 181;;;1.: 

!:-'",o:,-d of each instruction. For 6 or lG bit Literal 'l'rc..nsfor3, 
, , 

it J."oc..chGS stage '5 ''lith the active nI1as0 of th'a ottdo;:-- 0 'Por Li. "tel""al 

32, it is in st;a~o £; •• It w:i.ll not be . . zet 

::; i.Icee ,JuLlp'l'race is 11.GVOr loaded foi.' this instruction. 

Control Transf9rs are also produced by EXIT and }lli'i.'UpJ~ and 

by the'last phase of xco-6. RCA is, also strobed by the 1st l)art of 

STAc:;:e LINK to' form the modified l:{nk. This l'oi;u1'n::: to RCA( 1) .. 
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3.11 J;nstrtlct~"ons Through PROP - Exceptional fictions . t, 

- These are necessary for the working and. updating of the 

Name store or arise from interactions between Orders in PROP or 

in other 'Units of MU5 and in general impose a time ponalty on. 

PROP oxecution rate. 

3.11.1 S => Outstanding 

This applies to B => Local-Variable (see Section 3.10 .4) • 

If a second B => Local-Variable 'Oreier was all?wed beyond stage 2 

before the first's opel'and 'Was stored, it would int~rfer,e with the 

store action by trying to use the regist'er. A 'st~p at stage 2' signal 

:t:; therefore set until t 'n=> outstanding" is reset. 

Also any Name store Access might try to use or 'write to 

t:l0 line to· v'{hich the B => operand is 'Writing., This is 'EV! =' 
and arises whenI:RLRj .RBWj = '1 f after an nccess. One of two 

bits Jm-mA/B is s"et at stage 4. Thos,e' are 'stop a~ stage 4' 
levels and cause the stage to set dummy orders i;rlto stage 5 unt'il , 
the D => operand is satnpled (see S action 3.10,.4) as. being in RHO. 

, 
Iiaving stored the operan'7l, Juke Box checlts for BW ::. and if so mal..:es 

an access using RLR = RB'\'{, i.e. reads out ths updated 'Operand into 

l'..'fi! which previous; ly only held the old oporand. The RBW regis tel" and 
'. 

~:?',,"EA/B are then cleared thlis removing tho bit in nnw (i.e .no more 

:3',i .:::.' s possible until a110ther B => outstanding), and :Letting the ol'<1er 

into stage 5 as normal' on the next beat • 
........... 

. , 

2. 11 •2 ACC Write Equivalence 

This has a similar action to B'W = in that 'stop at stage 4-', 
is produced by bit J ACE following the detection ofl:RLRj =i '1 t, for 

this order. Only one dummy is produced in Stage 5 which alloVis 

Juke Box to write the operand to SAC if if the line is Altered (a'bit 

Get for each line which has had a => Name store 'action performed on 

it). nVF is used as the operand' and RVA as its Virtual Ilddress in 

Name SeGment • .n.VA is p~t into nINand by Association strobes RLR 

, 'with the line to be set non-Altered. Non-U~ed~ .. 
The Name S tore is then l'e-cycled to re,:"form RLR and RIN for 

stage 2 and 3. JACE is reset which allows the order to enter stage 5 
without an operand as assumed. ODS will then access SAC for the 

. t 
operand. OBS cannot, as for f => I store an operand com~ng from Dr I 

so that the AW ::. is required tq update store before sending the order 

out. 

Should the AW ::. occu"" simultaneouslywith.a BW::., then tAW =' 
is' not actioned until the B => is complete. 
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3.11 .3 PROP E 
Following the detection of non-equivalence C£RLRj = '0 ' ) for 

a Name store access needing equivalence, bit JNSNE is set which causes 

a 'stop at stage 4' signal. A Valid, no-increment to Control order 

(the NSNE, Order) is produced by stage 4 which leaves stage 5 on the 

next beat and goes to OBS via Dr. This order is similar to the XNn 

non-Lpcal operand access in that this extra phase in front of 

the order causes ODS to malte an access. This access is to its Name 

storo, however, and checl~ for the presence of a '54 bit line that has 

been \!Sed by ACC Loc,al Names. If such a line is found (OES =.), the NSNE 

Order is put into the ny-pass Register until the ACC,Queue has run dovm. 

The 64 bit line is then sent back to PROP (RHO) via Dop and Central 

Highway. 

If no such line is fGund (DDS !,), OBS makes' a = S tore access 

to SAC on behalf of PROP. This causes the operand to' be, returned - --
fl'om SAC diroctl:y: to PRoP (mru). This, is the expected action .on 

:);'tOP C. The NSNE Order is discarded bjr. OBS 'after the request is 

mado. 

nefore'putting the NSNE Order into the Bypass Register (on' 

::;':.:; =.), DES makes a similar request to SAC as for ODS E except that no 

operand is' read from S tore and no tes t is made for CPR .::. on this order. 

However, either J.-equest causes 'SAC-Orc' or 'SAC-NK' to be sent 

back to both OBS and PROP. Following OBS C, 'SAC-I'HC' implies 

that no operand will be sent Qack to PROP (NSN15 Order is discarded 

anyway). ~liowing OBS ::.' SAC~NI{ implies that SAC i,s alr~ady in 

Run-down Mode during which no operands are sent to or from store 

(except for forced,=> requests - see below). The ACC Queue in 

OBS is also in a Run-down mqde in which it Ylou;I.d 'jamb' if there is an 

order whi,ch requires an oporand from SAC which is not being accessed. 

Thus the NSNE could be caught in the Bypass Register which is not 
, , 

permit.ted. This is avoided by OBS discarding the NS:NE following 

tSAC-NKt • 

Vll1ilst the NSN15 order is propagating to oas, PROP p~epares 

i to Name S tore to receive the, operand (ei ther from S .AC or OBS). ' 

'l'i1e 'Next';'Line Pointer' (RLP) i1:l used to cycle round the Name S~ore 

as more entries are required. Obviously the oldest entry is 

over-written by this action. In cas~ this is the one to 

which an outstanding B ~> operand is to return,' PROP' tests 'for BY{ = 

for this line and skips to the l;lext line (RLP + 1)' if so ~ ':PROP 

cannot wait for the B => operand at this stage sihce should, the· 

PRoP C. ope~and return to ,PRoP from SAC mid-way during the B=> routin,e, 

it would bq lost due to gating RHO -> RVU instead of SAC -> RVU. 
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To ensur.e that store holds a valid operand before the line to be 

over-written is lost, PROP, copies the operand back to store if the line ' . , 

'is' Altered (i.e'. has been writte'it to), and sets the line to non-Altered. 

If SAC-NK is se~t back to PROr from S,AC, then no 'operand 

'VIill be forthcoming (due to OF]) or SAC actions) arid no fUrther 

action occurs in the PROP t routine. However the,NSNE'Order has served 
, , 

the same function s' 'the INT Order, so that the Interrupt Routine 

is entered (see Section 3.11.6)~ 

If SAC-OK is .received, then the action can be 3$' follows: 

1) The NSNE operand returns :fl~om SAC (i.e. OPS t:.) ·to RYU: Using RLP 

(pointing to the prepared line), the 64 bi t ope'rand is Written into 

Name Store. Since this is a direct copr from store, the line is 

set unaltered (i.e. Us.ed. non-Altered). An-'Gutstanding B i::> operand 

returning to RHO is ignored until sampled by tho next beat as normal. 

2) OBS sends 'OBS =.' so that P~OP knows (1) cannot occur. Thus if, an 

outstanding B => operand beats the NSNE operand from OBS (via Dop 

and Central Highway) into RHO it can (and must) be stored in Name 

store (at the RBW register'home' line). Should the NSNE operand arrive first, the 

B => operand wait's for RHO to' be freed and then its presence is 

sampled as normal. For an NSNE Order caused by a => Variable, OBS 

, If.as ,erased the line from its Name store; PROP stores the,~perand 

at RLP, but the line is set to Used. I~tered since ,an ACC => may have 

altered it. 

'3') !'.S (2) but not caused by => Variable: 

l,
\ 

OPS has not erased the 

line; PROP does not insert the line into store. 

For (1) and (2) only: RLP is then advanced to the next line; 

stages 2 211<;1 3 ar~ re~cycled to restore RIN and RLR.Should an overlapped 
.. 

B';::>··order be.,;n stage 4, RBW is strobed to insert its (new) 'home' iine. 

: ":.':: ':'~~~.' B~~' -lastly>clears' the JNSNE bit which alloVls the order 

to pr~~oe~:I:to.,·~ t,~~~.5. ori ~'~h~ next be·at. The~pe~and .to ~a used 

is in RVU :not RVF·· as for. equi valence and: tn-is. is fo~ced by Juke 

, BoX until after the next beat. 

A => Name store order for which theope.rand is already 

in rotI and has been over-written in RVU by the~PROP t:. operand 

is executed by inhibiting P~I .on the next beat., 

. , .... 3.11.4 Other Name S tore Modes 

(i) In addition to users t programs (identified in PROP Name store 

by Process Number,>' Executive a.n4. Interrupt Levell· routines use 

the Name Store. To s ave changing Pl~ocess No, their Local Names: 

use the space ~n front of STACK (which users know is liable to 

ch~e abruptly and therefore cannot use). Common segments are 

. 'accessed by XNB as for ~xternal, Names •. Inga,neral ,these routines 

"are. caused by usererrcrs or. are required,.to. ~mplement -user's inputj 

.' 
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E Interru:,::;t Lov01 0 Ii.outine from harc}wa:ce linli t:atiollD 

:coutincs to save all 8,CCeSSGS going to store Yia 03~;. :i:b.ey 0.),'.3 

a((:~co8S0d wodulo {3 by decoding the ,3 1 t)D~, 32-b5.t" a{id!~8!J:J 

c~i.~its and ara ~~1'1!aj7s 'U;Jed ~ (i ~C7 0 arc ignoI'ocl by t~1.~ PE(j~? t 

Co 2:·Gt2t~_r:.O v,l'C ~,ccossod·by all Locc.l Nama oreIe:::·z. J,Yr.=.. cannot 

occur~ ail !!CC 1!ariable;:; USil1e tllose 1.~0G;i:JtG·l"'r:; .BS' 'for I), orclers o· 

• 
(iii) In addition to th.e IlYl')ass act~o!'..!;: by Sy.stGr:J. (;:31ock' 0) 

.':'1 I .. ocal rTarn05 tllo11 na!·~0 8.CCOS~ on to [; tOl""Z! 'Vi8~ S..l\C as L01" SJ'z t(->1:1. 

'/-5 tOl~e. If CPR E. oocurs then cont;"ol is not incr01;).orited foi- that 

(iv) TYro System Erro1's may be causod by the· PROP Hali1e storo. 

Should i\ssociation (S'tagu 3) yield roul tiple-equi valence 7 then a 

hardwaro mslful1ction is inc1ion.t0d. and System Error t P~lO? Na.tllo 

Cnoe an o;,:Jorand has beo11 copied cucc'eDsfuJ.ly f:i.'om store 

i:a'to CJ;}S or PIlOT) 1 tb.at CPR GI1.ould 110t be en allged , by th.c ePIl E. 
:~cmtLlo un106s it i;:, no longer uzod (is iii- SEA.nCE in I)RO)) and ODS 

~ilOY:::; no line in the Blocl~ accessed throu;:;h this CPR~~' If all 

cpjV;; arc used, the Name st<?rets may be PURG:;;;?d. I'1h011 an 

alte2'cd line is written back to :.;:to:"'0 by PROP t '01' PU~CHi, J'Uk8 

;:0:' does 110t vlait for CPP"::' (as ill => :NSBP) but, as::n .. nno£; ito 

~1~0 line is 'writtoIl back tlsing a fFoTce 2 bit vlhic11 even tlloUS;h. 

S;"C is in the Run-dm'.'!l condl't;ion, wilJ. ensure that " . ClllS 

S!101..11d c:rr~ ? OCCtlr ~11forrnation h.as bS(})'1 los)c ar.Ld Systenl Er-ror 

1 CP!-:: ,;6 ~ . is producod (, r£I1-is ,~;il1 be due to l1al--d\lare malfUI'lC.lcions, 

o i t!18l' d:i.l'Gctly in S <'i.e, or followinG co;;:-ruption of the CPR t 
routino. 



3.11.5 Instruction Buffer' Interrupts ", ~llr~ 
As described in S ection3 *3.2, i,f the lBU is un~ble. to 

access an instruction due to Control Segment Overflow.or CPR E 
for an access to SAC, it generates marked 'Valid' order$ to be 

re~d into PROP. 

When an IBU Interrupt reaches. stage 4, 'PROP's action depends 

on' th~ cause of Interrupt: 

(i) CPR E causes a Control Transfer to this order which 

causes the pipeline and IBU contents to be abandoned. IBU makes a 

, priori ty' . reques t to SAC whi ch mus t caus e CPR E. •. A z:. on a 

priority request does send CPR e Interrupt to' the Interrupt System. 

Prop preserves the occuranc~ of IBV CPR t by setting RIBI. This 

signal is sent to SAC and causes alL,IBU loequests to be treated as 

priori ty requ,es ts. This is necess ary when the E. occurs as a result 

,of a long instruction crossing a page boundary.RIBI is. reset on 

.. entry to the Interrupt. 

The Control Transfer is implemented by' an 'Increment 

con~rol Only' order in stage 5 which is prevented from adding to 

·Contr,ol. by 'Lockout' (see next Section). The ContJ;'ol Transfer ,routine 
•• <. 

-:".~. is th'en"~ntered which sends RCA(!)' to lEU. Since the Pipeline 

. . .. : co.nt~~ ~ ~'irb~e ',' ~o;de~s,' its . contents. are dis carded *. 

(ii)' .co~trol S ~gm~mt O/V reaches stage "4 rind ca~ es a PROP Internal 

Interrupt as for a'Co~trol Segment OV produced by a Relative 

Control Transfer. 

Shoul4 t~e contents of Pipeline and IBU be discarded by 
. ( . 

a control Transfer or Interrupt System. ~ornma.nd before the lEU 
. , 

Interrupt attempts to execute, no action is taken since the 

. "Interrupt" was merely due to lEU ~ccessing ahead of the orders 

actually executed. 

, 3 .11.6Th~ Interrupt Order 

,PROP acts on Interrupts in stage 4. The PROP Internal 

Interrupts are listed below:' 

. (i) Illegal Functions 

(iii) Control Adder'Overflow: 
't " 

., 

. ,.B, D, ACe or f', => Literal or PROP IR • 

f'. => Secondary operand 

.. f t , => External Name (jXNB and Seg(XNB)~N) 

following Name plus Base by Stage 1 

. to produce the address of a Primary 

Operand; .' 

following an ff PROP IR Manipulation. 

following Control plus Operand during 
.. ' 

. ····a Relative. (l1ncondi~ional or Test) 

Transfer;. . ,:. 

When an IBU Control ~ egment O/Vorder 



,. , , , 

. ," 

" 
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. (iv) illegal 'v' Access: 

, " 

any order specifyil'lg a Pri viledged operand ' 

ifRMS(13V14V1S)= 0. (Program Fault only] 

The Interrupt System t Interrupt MU5' 'command ,is sampled. . . . . 
" 

at Stage 4,. ThS' period of sampling lengthens indefinitely if the. 

present order in. stage 5 is slow to be executed. ". 

Th~, Interrupt (INT) order is produced at stage 5 if an order 
. , ~ 

Which has pro'duced a PROP Internal Interrupt isa.ttempting to 

execute or if (irrespective of the order which should be at stage 5) 
the Interrupt System command has been sampled. The beat which 

transfe~s a PROP Internal Interrupt order into stage 5 also sets (i) -

(iv) into Program Fa~lt or System Error registers if produced by 

a valid User.or System instruotionrespeotively (~~(13+14+15)=0 or 1 

respectivaly)~ 

The INT order is a valid, no-increm~nt Control order; 

it' leaves stago 5 for OES via ~r. OES makes a t~estt' request 

to SAC and then 'abandons the order. The pU:rpose of this order is 

to ensure that the LINK is not set to Interrupt Level 0 (as it may be 

fo:r aoma Interrupt,s) until all SAC request have been made which can 

cause CPRE. Interrupt. (The IBU is still aocessing SAC!, but CPR c. is dealt 

with 'privately' by PROP - see Sections 3.3.2, an4 3.11.5.) Otherwise 

a CPR t could oause a System Error erroneously. 

Sinoe the INT order propagates behind all the other orders 

to Ol3S, when the' 'test' request reaohes SAC and sends back SAC-OK 

or SAC-NK to PROP, Juke Box can enter the' Interrupt Routine. A 

. furthel" hold-up could be caused if a COMP. resul tis still 

outstanding (see next section). ' 

The Interrupt Routine strobes RIE which enoodes the m.s. 

Interrupt Number for IBU and sets the 'Interrupt Entry Bit' 

(RIE07). Thi.s inhibits any further Interrupt Commands ,from the 

Interrupt System. It also oauses IBU to abandom its contents and 

I, to send two fixed Instructions (32.bits each) .to PROP: 

1) SET LINK to System v-Store (Block 0, Base 0, 

. . . , Name = 2x Intp No + 0] 

2) ,EXIT to System v-s,tore[Block 0, Name = 
2 x Intpt No + 1] 

': .'.', PROP meanwhile discards the pipeline contents and strobes 
'. . . 

"."" in dumniies until the first Fixed Instruction arrives which saves. 

::';~~'~h~"OLD"~'mlC. in sepent 8192. Ha.ving loaded the m;\'! LINK from 

"s'e~~:rit:" 8.192';':, ,t~e second, order, caul';;os an, ,a.bsolute .control transfer 

to ~he.;:i:~t ,i~t'~ct'i'~n of the 'Interrullt' RQutine (one' per . 

Inter~~t N~.)" and: ~es~t~ the • Interrupt 'E~t~Bitt. Name Store 

is by-passed by th,e System V-St'ore orders (see Seotion 3.10 .3). 



Tb.o'I!1tc:irrupt System, is also locked out by a signal 

from thoCO::.1E:ole? Shou;Ld a. PROP Inte:mal Intorl.'uptbo caused, PROP 

vrill ha.l t a.t ,the o:'Ltry to th,o 3 .. t1>:0 Box Il1terrupt action o 

i'.J.'l H;T order is not requi:;.'od befoJ..'e tho Intorrupt Entry 

bit is set' if SAC-NK occurs instead of "SAC-OK 1 fol.' tho 

f o J.lq'\vil1g: 

(i) PH.DI' E. ol'cl-ar (seo Section 3011 03), 

(ii) DR-WAIT and Special Dosc:riptor (see Section 3.11.8) 

(iii) CPR WAITp fOl~ orders which PHDI', or OBS cannot allow 

to Vj::.mb v (:::;oe Section 3.11.9) 

The fUl1ctio:n of the INT oreler has alrec.dy be'en accomplished 

2.i1c1 so, Juke Bo:oe can enter tho Into!'l."Upt action di:r.·ectly. 1"01' 

C?::1 z: dUl'ing =/=,> System V-store or }ISBP ~ the INT oreler must be 

gener#a.tec1 Q. 
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By means of i.'achine status bit;;; RiSE 14~, 151 a process bes ed 

ily~e:;"J:'t,pt l~eu'i;ine working in level 1 (m.'LS 14 = 1) cannot be interl'uptod by' 

8. systEim based interrupt: J.'outine working in leval 0 (m!S15 = l)c8.nnot 

be ili.te:;'~l'upted by any othal~ LO or Ll interrupt, exce!,)ting a System Error' 

.~1Y system Error ro~tine worl~ in level 0 and so cannot be interrupted 

by other LO or Ll intel'l'UptS? it cannot bo interrup'i:ed by later Systc:/1 

ErrOl' int0rrupts' other than PRO? internal interrupts due to a puis e 
, , 

g0z10l~atoJ:.' and flip-ilop (RIEOS) being placed betvleen the ~ any Sys tor;). 

bl'l'Or Interrupt ~ level and the' v Interrupt COmlnan.d ~ 'OR gatos., RIE08 is 

J,'oset by Interrupt Entry 8.!"1d can."1ot be 3Gt again until all System' :;:;l':L'Ol~ 

I::lterl'upt levels have been :;:'oset b] the' routine., This leads to the 

iol1o:\vin,g conditions: 

(i) Yue Systow Erl'ol~ routine 11ust not exit 'i.LTl.til it has check'3d th2.t 

no further System Error inter:r:upt levels remain set 0 If this is 

not: so, then any remaining & a.i.Y further Sys tem Error interrupts 

,;,ill romain maskod and sO will not cause Interrllpt Entry if the 

System Error routine exits 0' 



<v~_) :: PROP IRO, SET LrNK~ ST/"Ci:( LINK, MS=~ EXIT~ RETURN all loud 

Or stO:N ::,is 0 T:'10 contEmts of tho Test Registers may notbo valid 

:ZoHoYfinZ the laat CO?'iparo ardor unless at 10a;;;1; ono of (iii) - (v)" 

nas sinco Deon 0xocutod. 

Due to raco hazards in PROP, it is not poss i ble to 1~0set, 

JBLD 2..l1d JCLO 'without fil'st causing a \1Lockout? for (i) or (i1), 

Or a hold-up for (iii) (v). 

Ir~tGrc.ctioll.S \7i th D:.' 

Each order which sends a De:;;criptor from S tf1,ge 5 to Dr has 

to ,';eli t for one of the following condi'1::iol'..3: 

(:D 1l'ol':ulalaction: ~ord0r complot0~ and may be executed by PROP 

(ii) Special Descriptor: Descriptor rr-.ipos 3.0-2 muot not 1 jamb a 

in DSS. A CPR-WAIT is exocutod from Dr by sending 11.0 signals to 

PROP, but causil1g OIlS to make a Vtest~ request· (c.f,. next Section). 
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Juke Dox exit::: DR-riAlT Oi1 SAC-OK. SAC-NE: cam::es ent17 to Il1terTupt action. 

(iii) DA If Dl" finds tho Socondat'y Oporand makosa request/oJ.' 

:"CC:'..10sts to thG currcnt N8.ll1e Segment in PROP 3 then CBS mus t cilecl" 

in PROP a;fter accossing its own. Namo store (not Operan.d stol~e) ::hould 

J,-.:, _f_i:-•• d ORS.l. oo~ se""d-' a ~ChOC1- :, .. .., p~_,.r;un~ OJ ... • co '"-'0.,;1 J.,J, ~ . J..",- ... __ ... _ .. r request to S.A.C -.:!hicll 

caU1ies to s end the Virtual ;\.ddr0ss 

cJ.1Gcl~ in Name store for Associe.tion; if so the operand is copied 

to S -coro if altered (0 of 0 ATl =.) and the line sot to non-USED 0 Vlhen the 

Check is completG and ~he opore..nd is not (any longer) in PROP~ DBS 

ACCESSES S toro fo],' tho valid operand 0 

This cai.:. be repeated as many timcs as necess.ary q Ylhori 

Dl' has sent the last order to DBS:I it sends ?ordo.r complcto fo:;:' 

S Ggr;>.Gn'l:; =.L. PROP executes the order wheTl the next (iG lil:Jt) checl<.: 

in complGto .. Each time OBS finds DBS =, a signal is· sout to PROP to 

eriable e:::i t when waiting for the last check, Si:'iCO' no ~ check in PROP~ 

ol'do:;:' will be ge:ueTatod by OBS ~ 

·i.'io ·DA = action staJ:'ts until any outstanding B => operand 

has :l'etuTll0.d and been ztoJ:'ed. This snsUTS:;;, the NGille Store oper::>.nds 

8.:;"0 v:11id. 
'J 



Tl:.e firat Vil'tuo.l Address for PROP from SAC sets up DA =. 
(Conb.'ol 'J.'ral1.sfer) which caus os a Control ri'ransf0j~ to the next 

l~equirod instruction'" on exit .. The pipelin~ is abandoned since 

orders in S -Cage :2, - 5 may suddenly find thont'3el ves without 

entries in tho :Name StOl.'0. Any r-W':'WAITs are first actioned 

(:i.e an oporand returned following the DA :: is used as normo.l) .. 

. f;. Special Descriptor may also cause 0; DA :: in w:1ic11. case 

there is asinglo,choc!1: in PROP Which OC.CU1~S before the itest? 

:;:'Gquost; Dr sends no signal; PROP exits 011 cAe-orr/NIe. 

.. Whon :Dr recognises this descriptor J a i;?:;:>oceduro Call ~ 

Signal is s.ent to PROP., .Juke Box sets the ~Procedure Call Bitt 

Which causes lEU to send two Fixed Instructions (c.f. interrupt 

Entry) : 

STACKLJ;NK 

JUMP1 D[O] (JUIilps te locatien gi von by Dr) 

The Precodure instructiens exit by setting mSQo( 1D Sot 

I3it~) in the stored LINK and thon eb?ying an EXIT. The 'Order 

causing; the P:!.'oceduro Call will bo're-ebeyed as aD:: D ordel' 

b), PROP (due to PJ,LSOO); the descripter new in Dr pointing to the 

Value of the evalu~ted exp:l.'0ssion. russoo is reset by PROP foJ.lowi~1g 

ti.!.e l'o-oxecuti'On 'Of th0 order 0 

(v) Abandon STS 

PROP sends Dr the Interrupt cemlll8.i"d' signal fron the 

Inter::.'upt Systemo' This a110"/s PROP to' respond t'O Interrupt:::: 

durinf; a long STS (eg st:l.'ing -> string) order by'Dr curtailing 

5. t· at' a convenient point. PROP ~chan sat;:; stage 5 to dummy to 

leave Contl'ol pointil1.g' to this .order. WhOrl the erdel' i::.: 

re-eXGcuted followi~ Interrupt Entry and the Interrupt routine, 

the 'Order carries '011 frem where it 10ft off, Dr having left the 

Descriptor peinting to the next clenent to be processed. Should 

a S'TS ordei' produce multiple DA =/ the last check in PROP is 

completod before abandoning the· Ol'd0J.' .. 

. . 
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3.11.9 Interactions ",ith DBS· 

While, DBS is fetching or passing through operands, ,orders 

,follow one of two paths from Dr to Dop: , ' 

(i) 'ACe Fun~tion Quaue can contain up to 6 or 8, f~nctions 

, ,.':,. 

yet to be executed by ACC. ODS has made requests to . 

SAC for any operands that are neither supplied (by 
PROP or DR) nor are in DBS Store. Should SAC be in 

Run-doVln Mode (Or enter it due tO,a request finding 

CPU t)for anyo£ these, no operand,will be 'returned 

and the Queue will 'jamb' or Run-down ,with the first 

operand-less' function at the Head of the Queue., ' 
. , ",'. 

:"I£ a request from PROP or a Priority (iaControlTransfer) 

request from IBU has caused the Run":'downModein SAC, 

then OBS Queue need not necessari+y jamb, but depends 

, on a racing condition. 

The OBSQueue can be un~ja.mbed bY,causing DBS to 

re-access SAC after the CPR E. routine has fin:i,shad by 

the P.ESTART v-store • Action. Alternatively the Queue may" 

be copied to store by DU1W and Run-down Queue ,for 

another Proces's copied from S tore by UNDUMP and this 

one RESTARTED if a Process change is necessary. 
, ; 

(ii) The Bypass Function Register can 'contain one iuncti,on 

for a. non-ACC order ie an order from ,PROP 'which ,does 

not load or store the c.r.'s or IR's~n the ACCUn~t. 

The oporand is held in tne DES Name, Secondary or 

Literal [oper~d supplied] store as for (i) 
An order in the Bypass Register is not allowed 

out until the ACC Queue is 'either empty or Rundovm. 

The former ensures valid operands in DES Store, the, 

latter'is required for software action in the CPR C 
routine (see below). 

Orders going from PROP to' DBS 'may no~ beexecutabla 

when SAC is in (or enters fpr ,that order) Rundown,Mode " 

for one or more' of, the following reasonS: ' 
" . '.. ~ . 

, , 
, f~. 



· (i) Follovring a CPR C. I::ltorrupt and In.terru:pt Ent17 

(which rosets Rundown. ~Jode in SAC), "1;he CPR z:. Routine 

l:lUS"C access all lTanlOS using /XND via OBS Bypass Rogister 

(seo Section 3 Q11.4). For this re8.son, no oruer 

Using tho Bypass Reg [non-ACC order from PRQP] t:lUS-C 

be left in the Bypass Register 'lm.less it is guaranteed 

an ope:.~and (ie ODS .::. or CPR =). Bypass Orders are 
\ 

allowed through despite a jrunbed queue for this purpose: 

if the Black· required is in Local star,!!, lJ. CPR can be 

Changed a.'1d tho Queue RESTARTod without changing pl'ocess , ' 
Or DtJ1lP /UNDU?IP to the s w-ue Queue. Level 0 RoutinGS (of 

which this is one) muot get CPR=. (else a System Bl'1.'or 

1::: c8.lliled and their operands are not used by other routines. 

ThuS the jalnbed Queue cannot cause any invalid operands (cf 

(i i) r'h'1. operand is required by PROP f:rom aBS Store 

or from ACC. If om needs to access S ~\C 1 thon no 

aperD-nd can be supplied" If no access is ·reeruired 

(operand in OBS store or in Ace Unit) then'the operand 

may still not b0. returned 'co PROP due to the OBS Queuo 

jan.bing 0 A Bypass Order (operan.d in OBS) must not be 

allowed to retul'n an operand to PROP s in.eEl if tho Queue 

jatlbs such that a jambed ol~dGr coulei. have w:!.'i tten to 

tho operand retf..1Gsted by the Bypass orde1.~) PROP would 

receive an invalid operand .. 

(iii) A Lockout would be so"c ill PROP (soo Section 3.11.7 
should PROP execute [add to CO"ltrol] for this oloder, 

but for the satto reason;;:; M (i) an ACC CmI? order may 

jomb or a B C(Jr,lP [ ] order may eitl~e:l' ja'11b or use an 

invalid operando Thus either PROP would halt, or 

the Tf:7st Registers be sot with a doub'tful C01IPare result ~. 

(iv) A Special Desc:;:oiptor (soe Section 3.11.8) has 

produced an order which is not ro-executable from the. 

/'o.CC Queue duo to special, conditioT"".:J in DRS r eg Real, 

Address access WOUld} \'Then, p;E.sTlmTed, ·cause a normal 

Vi rtual Address access. 

.c 
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PF:OP a~1c1 038 guard azaillSt those possihili.ties by nlt?ans of 

tho CPR-WAIT in 'P110P; and by PROj1-- p D-ClIECK in ODS. 

PRO;:' waits for CPR =: on all ordors sent to OBS ·which: 

( - '\ 
~/ Tlill lice tl1c Djtpuzn. n.o[;' is tor i11 DBS 
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or (ii) roquire an Oporand from 03'3 (via Dop) or ACe to be rotul':.:1od 

to i?ROP iz-om Cenb:a.l Highway 

or (i:.i) ,lould cause a 'Lockout~ to be set- in PJ.OP. 

P~OP al;;;o sets the ~lJ~OP' GIECI{? bi i; \vhich causes ODS to 8.1;-;0 

in OSS (ODS .::. or operand supplied) Ol~ not requ5.rod by DES (/,CC :::> to 

~RO:") ordors) this causes SAC to sond SAC-OK~ S/\.C-NK to both PROP 

and C3S. If tlla operand is requiJ.'8d by 02-8 but in not in OBS (OB,Sz:)., 

a l1D.llled roquest "vrith ?test 9 action is 5E)1:.t to SAC. 

If S}\C-OK, t11cn DES il1Ssrts tilo drder into the Queue or 

Bypass D..S no:cmal; ~~OP continuos its normal action (0 of;. onto:;..';;; :;:-IO-\'/i,IT 

if a:n oper~~d is eX!J8cted) (I 

action in. Jul'\:o BOJ;~ 'wl'lich also sets S t2g0 5 to dumrny ~ i e0 e th.e orclel" cOon 

1:;y DR ,'S00 Section -::t.l1,,8) which sonds no signal. If no·sigu8.1 ...., . " 

}\s described in Scctions 3 ¢11 03 g.; 6~ PROP t:. and In.torrupt 

actions by PROP also produce ordors "hich rosult in SAC-OK, -NK to 

PP .. O? g T1.1is· is caused by settir.;.g cpn.-YrAI'I· fo:: these o3:'a0rs 0 p~Qp t: 
neods to know Ylhether an ope::..'and is to return from OBS or S j,C or not. 

tho Bypass Registor (OBS .:: SAC-OS;) or abandoned (OGS E 0:;:' st.c-:m-c) .. 
P3.0? thon ei thor prs?D..res to insel .. t tho operand (S]l.C-OK) O~ .. ell.ters 
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3~1:2.,pnop V-I.;:i.110saJ.1.d 'Actions(se~ ~l$o lIlUS'Basic J2rogranuning lIanual) 

These are liries addressed by orders 'using-the V~store Ops'rand in 

Block 1 ofth~ Local v-store 0' The address from RIN d~i ves the V-Docode in 

's tago 2 whi~h providesh'lputs " to the v-line registbr RVD in S,tage 3. RVD 

.oIlly strobed 'by,,' a,1idV-S tore ~rder ~ ,iG 

. 
Hex 

00 

01 

02 

aS 

,10 ' 

11' 

'j.9 

'lA, 

111 ' 

Irfl2. ,,',' 
00" , 

01 

02' 
, 

',03, 
, , ' , 
", " 

" 08', 

,09 

10 

11 

12 : 

al1.d nIN. ',' 

'=: accoss . 
- PF 

"= SE 

::: PH 

"=, Ie. 

'= Leu 
= LCL 

= lJ? & :.'< 

LP-> LP+l 
' - M:. 

':=' pVl Docode 

.. I 

=> access -
Reset PF ,'," 

,Roset SE 

",' .:,=>,PN" 

,,;>., IC 

.. =>PA &;. SEARCH 

, :::>;PM 

~ . " ' , 

,",' -

\ program Fault Register 

System Error, Regist~r 

Pl'OC0SS Number 

Instruction Counter 

Purge' Addl"ess 

",:'Reset LP->Zero' *" Line Copy, (111S half) 

Reset LU &LA '~( Line Copy (Is' half) 

~, 

Purge Froc No ~ in line LP 

'Lilie Add in lino LP 
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, ,/ 

All write ac'casses produce a strobeJVI'l 'which 'pan strobe' or reset the 

requ.i.red register (~~ any). :" 

"" . " 
Accesses marlted by * have ancillary acti'oru::~ desc~.': bed below: 

(i) Reset LP->ZERO; 

The line pointer rogist~r RLP always contains one & only one bit o· This 

ordel' sets Rt.POOdl ts~ the rest ?'o·.· It points to the next line to be 

used by PROP,?' action or by (ii) beiow. 

(ii) = AP & LP->LP+1 

Having put RLP->RLR, LP is advanced by:RLR.->IRLP. 1128. By using = 
J' 'J+ 

AX & = lIP etc alternately, the Name store Virtual Address Field contents 

may be read out soquentially. ny obeying Reset LP -> ZERO first, the read-out 

will start atlin:e 0. By also r'eading Line Copy', the bi~(s) '0:1:' LR (if any) 

sot on Association by the last valid Name store a~cess m~y be read out to 
" 

test the operation of ,the Associative Field. ' 

',' .... The: r,egisters . containing tlie. Vectors of. lines .which are Used (RLU) or 

. Ai t'e~ed" '(RLA)':'sre reset to ~11 zero's, by this' access • This scraps the contents 

of t·~~>~~~·.S'to~~·'~>The'L6~~1:·store i~ not. updated for altered lines ~ 
. " . ::: .•. ~ . ~. 0,." _ .' ". , ,:" ~'. , .' 

(iv) 

. : ~ . '. '. , ..... ' .. ~ " 

=> PA & SEARCH 

c, '. 

'. 
''lh~n a. CPRt has occurred, the CLRt routine Vlill normally have to 

de-allocate a CPR. Before doing so the PROP & ODS Name stores must be 

SEARCHed to find out 1£ any CPR's are unused. Normally a => PM, is obeyed 

first,' PURGE then causes a Masked Association to·be carried but by Juko 

, BOX on the Virtual Address in RPA down to the Block size defined be RPM o 

, " ; The l.s. three bi ts are always mas kod by PROP~ . 

If the CPR .is used by ~ROP there will be . (multiple) equivalence in 

RLR. This causes tho Test Register' t i= 0· (RSM05) to be set. l-Ton-equi valence 

in PROP causes no change in RMS05 since searching the ons Name s: tore puts 
,1° ., 

" mrs o5 = Asso~i·a.tion Found. Thus if. RMS05 :' 0 ~tar.Searching OBS & then PROPp 
.' ' . '.' . 

~he CPR is used by neither Name store and.mar be altered .. 
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rO~lltin.es UJ:"6 used, then pr~GT? gc OSS !Yl'ust be PURGEu o 

~lB:GE:i.ng PROP 1I8.n1G S tore sets LP -> ZEnCi ¢1ftel"" Y/hicll ,Jul:o :JOJ~ e:.;:a::t~.~1cS 

a~-;.ch J.:l.Z1G in tU1'D until liZ1e Li? ::: 27 is reached. Each lino ic COI)io(2 back to 

S to:::o via SAC if AJ. tored. lUI linen are la;;tly :::;ot to non-Vsod .Jlon-lil tored 

-:::0 lO;J,vG tho Name storo ompty and store ul)dOotod. 'Thoro is a simila::.' action 

in GJS 12 
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ENABLE 
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• . USE S6.0 R~STORE SF UNLESS SFft'J 
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,'"",, '/0 REG. 
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PTR. 
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SELECT 
_ O/fl 
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HALF-WORD, . 
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I. .. - I .' 
IB INTERRUPT 

·1 
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I > 

HIGHWAY 
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early warning ""U'" 
of beat, 
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ENABLE 0 F STROBE.' 
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WAITIN.G 
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central Hignwny 

401 I .. troCluction 

40101 HigD.'I7oy function 

~ne central Highway (or CENTRY) provides some of ~~e 

non-aedicated data pa.ths wi thin the MUS CPU 0 The CPU is sho~:m 

in bloclt diogrelll form on Fig 0 4/1, wi th th~ routes provided by 

CENTRY indicated by bold line3~ T"nese are: 

1. A route from PROP or SEOP into the B-uni t: 

proyided for B lo~d-type orders. 

2. A route fl'"OM the B-uni~ or ACe into PROP or SEOP: 

. provided for the transfer of ACC or B store order 

3. A route from PROP or SEOP' into PROP: pl'Ovide<i for· 

various· PROP orders. 

Tne cilnpter provides a generalised desoription of the 

CENTHY action for the. various types of orders sent· through i't:; 

with particular reference to the interfaoe requirements o 

4.1.2 Data pat~ 

Basically the CENTHY consists of ~'o sets of 54 gates g 

p:;:oovioing a 64-bi t wide dllts high':lllY ~ plus the con~crol for 

selection of the right gate (path) at the righ~ time. 

TAese ~o sets of gates are termed Gt end GZ, situated on 

platters C39 w~d C36 respectivelyo Note that ~though the 

path is 64 bits widell in the case of theB-unit 16 of these 

bits are not required (bits 16 - 31) 

The data. path is sa shewn below : 

pp.op Dop 

HPL 

B-wlit 

. B-Wlit 

1 G2 

liSoo-53 1 
~ 

PROP Dop 

4/1/1 



401.3 Hi$hway interfaces 

The highway interfac63 with PROP, the B-unit~ SEOP and 

ACC. These interfaces, are shewn in Figs. 4/2 - 5 inclusive, 

together,with a list of data, function and .control signals. 

4/1/ 2 



4.2 B load-type oroers 

4.2,,1 Genera! 

A B order is specified when the three or bits of the fUnction 

~a deceded as 001. A B load-type order is speoified when or = 001 

&nO the four f bits erG other than 0011 (=». 
These ol"ders can be e1 thor of t'wo types; direct o~>der~ which 

require a primary operand or indirect ol~era requiring a oeoondary 

Operand 0 

4.202 Direct orde~3 (Figs. 4/2 and 3). 
All priuw.ry opGronds ore racei ved from PROP 0 TAe table below 

shows the control oign:U13 and dato. po.ssine: through the CErmY 

interfaces between PROP Qnd the a-unit p fOl,- Q. no2'mci direct load

typo ol'der. 

PROP --> <-- CEN".i."'W1 --> <--

BRDYS 

13 

B-unit raady 
'PH!J~-63 
datu, 
PFP3-96 

function 
PBH 
PROP-> 13 order 

ECP 
data tr~,ofer 

, COillplete 

HL90/-15.32 .. 63 
data. 
~3 -HF~6 
fUZlction. 
F&RPB 
° ,PROP 9 orda? 
HRDYB 
input otrobe 

Initially PROP sendo the pulse PBH to the CElfr.HY, at'the time when the 

PROP highw~y in~ut register RHI is ohout to be strobed'~ith an operand 

which must go to the B-unit o The CENTHY control cl;laclw th~t: 

(a) the B-unit input buffer is Sl.v:.Ulable to ~ec0ive the 

oper:omd (BRDYH) D and 

(b) the'data p~th from PROP to B is free (HPL) 0 

If theoa conditions are satisfied CE~~~ sends the strobe HRDYB to So 

~~io st~be loads the operand o~d function into ti~e 13 input buffers. 

i'/hen the 4'1.put buffers are about to bsco~e free 9 the B-uni t ogain oends 

the pulse BRDYH to CENTHY 0 

4/2/ 1 



4-.2 .3 Indirect orders (Figs. 4/2,3 and 4). 

SBn 
SEOP 

In this case the B-unit receives its operand from the Dop 

section of SEOP. The specification and function are sent 

directly to the Dr section of SEOP from PROP. The'Dr 

process of operand address assembly then commences, and 

access is made to the store for the operand. When CPR 

equivalence is obtained and the modifier request has been 

sent, the 13 lock-out flip-flop in PROP is set. This 

inhibits further direct orders being sent to B from PROP 

out of sequence. 

The ~Ollowing table shows the interface signals and 

data for an indirect load-type Border. 

SEOP -> <- CENTHY -> <- B-unit 

HRDYB BRDYH 
---> B transfer input strobe B-unit 

SH.0.0-SH63 HL ¢,tJ-HL15 
DKrA HL 32-HL 63 

data 

E;F,03-SF0 HCS 
function transfer HF¢3 - HF,0 

complete function 
\ 

HPRPB 
SEOp,order 

PROP 

HLOMP 
( 

reset B lock-out 

Ini tially SEOP sends the pulse SI3U to CENTHY, and the general 

procedure is then similar to that for a direct order, but in 

this case the operand comes from SEOP; A pulse, H~W, is 

sent to PROP to reset the 13 lock-out. When the data transfer 

is complete HCS is sent to SEOP. 

4/2/~ 

'ready 
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4.3 B store ordara 

403 .1 General 

'PRDYH 

B store (=» oTdaTS are specified by cr = 001 and f = 00110 

The order is routed to the B-unit in the same ~~er as for a 

direct (PROP) or indirect (SEeP) load-type order~ although the 

operand fOT a store order is not signific~~to B store ordeTs 

require the content of the 32-bit register BE to ce set onto the 

1.s ~ end of the highwa.y Ellld routed to either PROP oX' SEOP 0 

Tne funotion hits are accompanied to the B-unit by HPRPB, , 

~hich is at logic 1 £or a. diX'6ot o~eX' or at logic ~ for ~~ 

B -> PROP store o~er 
_$C" 

Tne toble halo~ shows the interfaoe.signalc l~quir0d for 

a B -> PROP StOl""0 o...oe1' 0 

PROP -> <-

BPE 
PROP ready to 
take opernnd 

data is for PROP 

HRDYP 
input strobe 

5HBLF 
operand f::rorrl B 

HTRCB 
data. transfer 

BH~91-15, BH32-63 
date 

data &vail",'ble 

When the B-uni t is ready :to pe:rfor:iil the atoX'e oro0r D the 

pulse BH is sent; to CENTHY o A signe1 9 BPH D which is· a. coPY' of 

HPRPB SGn";; with the or<ieX', is alGO oento BPH controls the 

routing of the operand when, the opersnd ia received from B" 

The CENTHY checks that the PROP highway ~utput ~gioter 

!lliu is free, and then issues e. pulse mroYF, to Dtrobe tUG operond 

into REDo In order that PROP.vi11 be able to deter~ine the origin 

of the operand D CENTHY sends the pulGa 5F.BLF 0 Vll'l~l'l the data. . . 
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B -:> SEOP stol'e orders, (Figs <> 4/3 and 4) 
In this case the function is ac~ompanied to B by HPRPB = 9. 

It is not neoessary for CEN1lrY to check ~he SEOP input buffer as 

SEOP will be reS'.dy to recei va the' store order operand <> The interfaoe 

signals are ll3 shown belCfi!l <> 

SEOP -:> <-

l-IRDYS BH 

BPH :::;; 91' 

data HTRCB dnt~ is for SEOP 

is complete 

Vlhcn the dota is a;,vai1nble the B-uni t S01110S BIi ·~o CEi,\j'Ti:r1 t> \J~i!~h 

sends the input strobe EP~xo to SEOP o V~en the data transfer is 

complete HTRCB is zent to the B=~~ito 
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4 .4 ACC orders 

4-.4.1 General 

ACC load-type orders utilise a route ... through a special buffer in the 

SEOP Dr system, and so are not considered in this section on the CE}ITHY. 

ACC store orders are of two types; those where the operand is destined 

for PROP and the more usual case where the operand goes to SEOP. 

4.4.2 ACC PROP store order (Figs 4/2 and 5) 
It should be noted that the operand is not sent to PROP for all ACC 

direct store orders, but only when the operand is to be written to a V-line 

or Internal Register or when Nome S tore By Pass Hode is set. on the Console. 

The following table shows the interface signals for an ACC -> PROP store order. 

PROP 

PRDYH 
PROP ready to 
take operand 

-> <- CENTRY 

HSOO-HS63 
data 

HRDYP 

-> <-

input strobe 
HTRCA 
transfer 
complete 

Ace 

AH 
data available 

NIOO-AH63 
data 

ACC sends the signal AH to CENTRY to initiate the "transfer of the operand 

to PROP, similar to the procedure used for a B -> PROP store order. PRDYH and 

HF.DYP are active as before, and when the data trs.nsfer is complete HTRCA is 

sent to ACC. 

t; .• 4.3 ACC SEDP store Order (Figs 6/4 and 5) 
In this case the SEDP initiates the transfer of the operand, the 

interface signals being as below. 

SEOP 

ACC SEDP 
order 

-> <- CENTI-rI -> <-

HRDYS 
input strobe 
HSOO-HS63 HTRCA 
data trfu,sfer 

complete 

ACC 

AHOO-AH63 
data 

The pulse SAH , from SEOP, initiates the transfer, and CENTHY sends the. 

input strobe J-IRDYS to SEDP. Vlhen the transfer is complete HTRCA is sent 

to the ACC. 

., 11.7.70 
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4.5 Modifier Request 

Tae modifiers for SEar data descriptors are held. in the B register. 

Thero are two cases in which a modifier is sent from the B-unit to Dr, and these 
; 

are discussed below. In each case the modifier request is overlapped in the 

same manner as normal orders. 

4.5.1 Modifier for indirect order. 

When an indirect order is sent from PROP to "SEoP, PRoP determines 

whether modification is required. If this is the case then PROP initiates a 

B-orde~ by sending PBH to the CE~~HY (see 4.2.2)0 In addition to the 

function bits the signal HMODB is sent. The effect of this is for the B-unit 

to ignore the function received from PROP and to send the modifier in RB 

to Dr. 

4.5.2 store to store order modifier 

It is possible that Dr will require a modifier whilst executing a 

long store to store order. In this case SEOP initiates the modifier transfer 

as for an indirect load-type order (see 4.~.3). Accomp~~ying tho function 

bits to B is the signal S~ffiB, which caused the modifier to be routed to Dr 

after completion of the order specified by the function bits. 

! 
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Thus: 

(i) 

· 4/6/ 1 

Internal Register Orders 

All Internal Register (IR) orders are interpreted as double orders. 

A load-type order is converted to (a) an Internal Register 

read order and (b) a load-type order 

A store order is converted to (a) a stor~ order and 

(b) an Internal register write order. 

The transfer of the operand between the two phases is effected via 

the PROP. 

4.6.1 Read from IR 

To read one of the B-unit IRs.. the procedure is siUlilar to that for a 

direct B store order. The function is sent to B as described in 4-"2.2, 

together with the Internal Register address (PF12-PF15), and accompanied by 

HIRE. This signal causos the 13-unit to initiate a store order if the 

function bits indicate load-type o Instead of the content of RE being gated 

onto t~e highway, the content of the IR specified by PF1:2-PF15 is sent. 

4.6.2 Write to IR 

Writing to an IR in the E-unit involves similar action to that for a 

direct 13 load-type order (see 4.2.2), except that PF12-PF15 and HIRE are 

sent as above.. The order may be overlapped in tho normal manner as the 

complete operand can be buffered in the 13-unit. 

11.7.70 
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other Orders 

The route from Do!, to PI~OP shown on Fig.1 is used for the 

following: 

1. To send the contents of the Internal Registers in SEOP t9 PROP 

2. To load registers in PROP with an indirect operand. 

3. TO,send operands from OBS to the Name Store. ·In this case 

CENTHY sends a signal HOBSP to PROP, indicating that the operand, 

has originated from the DBS system. 

4.8 Test Bits 

Various orders executed in n, ACC and SEOP (e.g. COMPARE) 

are required to set the Test Bits in PROP (RMS 04, 05, 06). CEl'.'THY receives 

four signals from each unit, 3 result and 1 "result available'lt signal. 

The respective signals from each unit are ORted together,and sent to PROP. 

Interrupt conditions in B or ACC are also routed to PROP by CENTtIT. 

11.7.70 
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Chapter 5 B:32 Arithmetic Unit 

5.1 Introduction 

The 32 bit B-Arithroetic unit performs load, store, logical, compare 

and all'signed arithmetic funtions except divide and reverse divide which are 

treated as dummY o~ers. j~ad and decrement by 1, compare and increment by 1, 

and shift functions are also available o 
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5.2 Functional Description 

The B-unit receives instructions and opersnds from the central highway. 

Opernnds are taken from the least significant 32 bits of the fi4 bit wide highway. 

The t:ni t contains two of the machine internal registers as shown below 0 When writing 

to 0:;" ncccsGing these registers all (-)4 bits of the highway are significant. When 

readinG an internal register, the overflow flag (BOD 0) is ~'eset to logical O. 'I','hen 
\ 

the B-unit sends modifiers to SEDP with ~~ associated control signal, or 

information to PROP with a control signa~ •.. 

<--- J2 BITS ----> <-_.- ;i2 BITS ----> 
:3 IN'I'EHNAL I BOD I B 
~':}~G IS'l'ER 0 10 :={110 .32:.1 
l; INTERNAL I ALL ZERO I BOD I 
REGISTER 1 I 10 ;ill 

0 <--- INTERNAL REGISTER BITS ---> 63 

FORMAT OF B INTERNAL F.EGISTEnS 
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GVCl"oJ.l Div~.::~SE (Sin:?.: 01) 

1~0 \h~it consists of ~, input oPG~{U~d buffo~ BDIN 0-63 ~Jd a function 

input Duffer P..FIA 0-30 Fol' reQ30n6 of fanout lim.it~tion this :i:egister ia 

duplicCl.ted as RPIB 0-30 Tile internal r0gist0l~ decode bi is al.~e otl'obeu i::lto 

buffe~ Tcgistc:;:' Ill"1IN 0-30 If the B-mli·t i!3 scpty l) or 't'lnen the CUl'reSl II: 

inctl'uctio:n :i.'e::.ches the end of its 0~:ecut0 phs.e0~ the cc"'lt;euts of RUIN EU"C 

to zero)o 

oi:r;:teen biste.bles ill register Rli'D 0-i5 (the one o.osociated \7i t1l. tho il.tstruction 
\ 

to be m::ecuted) 0 Ecch of :regioter13 RD:) p...s hcs its Cilll slo.ve registez..' (pJ)::' ~ HS1~ 

rcspectivelY):I forming wo independe:n.t ohi:i:t loops RD_RD7:~ a,.'1).d ns ... p..s':t 0 '!'he 

output of lID (shifted or inverted ·oz neCeC3!ll'Y) can be pr00en'l;ed to the inputs 

of both functional units. Bsc~u3e of tho l~~e ~ount of f~~out needed to do 

:re5pec~s D a.~cl iG stro!ced at the same "i;imo t:;J3 RD.. The osH:h8.etic uni'l; is a 32 

bit full aodel" \7ith e."l output regiotel" AlA 0-31() 'r'il.e logio tll'l.H; is a 32 bi'i:; gt'1.ted 

is ru:.. 0-310 
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Itcd0 of Qp/D~8."tio:A -" 
Initially nRDY is 



5.5 Definitions of Interface Signals (FIG. 2) 

(a) Input Sif:::1als 

HLBOO-15,32 - G3 Data input to HDIH f:co::i central highway. 

Bi ts 16-31 of the interface are always zero, and in order t~ minimise -ehe 

nun:bel' of connectors required, they have' been omitted. The Same remarks 

npply -;;0 outputs BHINOO-15 ,32-63 • 

This signal marks the arrival on the input 

~l'om the highway of the next instruction, which WaS requested by the 

pJ.'eviom:; 3nDY pulse. The HnDYB pulse is used to form XIN, ~(/hich strobes 

data into the buffer and control bistables. HnDYAB, HTID"i'3B "are the sa.me 

signals as lW~YB, but }mDYB is sent one level earlier, to simplify the 

control logic. 

BTTIe The data placed on the output lines from 

the B unit to the highway has been accepted, and the data may now be 

cha,'lged, allowing the next instruction to proceed. 

l-rPRPB In the case of a store order' o:dginating in 

tl1c P:\DP this bit is logical 1 (logical 0 for SEOP). This signal gated 

t,) BPH while the data to be stol'ed is present on the output lines to the 

central highway. 

The four function bits decoded to give one of 

sixtec::.1. functions. 

~le four internal register bits, decoded to 

give one of sixteen intern~.1 registers. Only registers 0 and 1 are used. 

If this bit is a logical 1, at the end of the 

instruction associated with it the value of n • 
o 1.S sent to SEOP, and the output 

signal BD is for~ed. 
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Ina An 'iristl'uction associated with a 1 in this 

posi tion is -;;reated a.s a 'LDl\D2, if it is a stol'e instruction, or as a 

1 STOI~;:;' instruction for a...i.Y other case. The data tral1si'ol'rcd is the content 

of in".:;e:,'::w,l register 0 or 1 as defined by the HF 12-15 decode (a."lY other 

decc"je of the four bi t8 is treated as 0 or 1 p defined by the least 

signi:':icH.l-YC bit). 

(:.,) ,::,:-:;,-.,;:.~ Signals 

;:,,-.,.· .. , .. ',·'_11:' ':!",>_c')" 
~ •• .:. ... vv -,J ;..;"-' \:) Data output to central highway. Used for 

store operations and internal'register transfers. Bits 16-31 are omitted; 

BH This signals that data is present on the 

output to the highway, and stays true ,until BTRC. is received. 

BP.DY This pulse to the central highvray signs-ls 

that -;;he B unit is ready to receive another instruction into i t8 buifo:;~ 

regi3ters. 

A copy of HPRPB , used during transfe'!'s to 

BDINi2-G-:t 
~ .J Data to SEOP (permanently wired from R13). 

BD Data is ready on BDIN lines. After this 

20 ~:.S pulse the data may be removed. 

BIuLE The B uni t buffer is empty, i.e., no IffiDYB 

haS beon received within 25n8 of DilDY being formed. 

BE[-'lT Signals B unit inactive 1 i.e. I no function 

being Duffel'od I no function in execution, a.."1d no Internal Register l'equests, 

etc., outstanding. 

BFAUL'l' p.l'i thmetic overflow has occurred t setting 

BODO, a."ld the mask hi t (BOD4) was not set. Bli' i~ULT ;:: BODO, BOD4. 

BTO-Z Test lines giving the result of coop are 

operations. 

BTS Strobe for BT0-2. 



:; .6 Feme tion Code 

'The operand (lW) is loaded to RB via the adder RA. 

LCl,ill 2J.,d DECmmmrT (= t ) 

'l'he opera."1.d (lID) is sent to the adder RA where it is decremented 

by addj ng -1. The reaul t is loaded in to TIB. If overflow has occur:1,'ed BOD 5 

is set •. If INHIBIT (BODO) is not set a progl'am fault interrupt, B J!'AULT, 

is produced. 

Ti1is order is seen in the B unit as two di;.;tinct orders from PROP. 

I'i:cstly a sr.!."\.)m~ order (see below) is. given, in which the content of I:n is fed 

onto the least sienificant 32 bits of the central highway. Finally the 

operand (Ill) is loaded to hE via the adder RA, as in a LOi\D order. 

S TOIill (=» The, content of TIB is fed onto the least signiiic&l.t 32 bits of the 

central highway and zeros placed on the most significant 32 bits. 

The operand (PoD) is added to the content of RB in the adder nil and 

the resul t loaded in to Ill. If overflow has occurl~ed BODS is set and 13 FAULT 

may be produced (see above) • 

.sUBTHACT (-) 

The operand (RD) is gated to the adder where it is subtracted from the 

content of HE and the result loaded into RB. The algorithm for subtracting III 

from TIE uses the fact that RD-RD = r~ + pn. 
REVETISE StJBTHACT (&) 

This is identical to the subtract order except that the content of 

RB is subtracted from the'operand (rn). 



rilULTIP!:! (*) 

To decide whiCh ope~end is to bs made the multiplic~1d a toot i3 

carried out on the sign of the opersnd (lID) o.nd the content of P..B. If they 

huve the s~e sign a subtract function is perfol.'med l) fOl"2il'.g th.e l'0Stll t in 

RA. If 'they a:l°e of differing signs nn add fu.:.ction is pO::.·fol"~l!ed ~ (RB being 

\4"lchanged) .. If bi t 0 of RA =. hi t 0 of P..i3 then i RB I .:; i no i ~ the con ten'i; of 

RB i3 (;ated to RD as the mul tiplicUo"ld and BUD 12 is Get to So 1 0 othe~ise D 

the content of RB is gated to RS as the multiplier.. RB is then cleal'ed 

resdy to receive the first parti~ product. 

Du~ing theimultiplication process the multiplicelld io ohifted left 

Similarly the multiplier is shifted right two pla~es through the registero 

RS ~"ld RS':: o 

'Fhe ~/O leeJ3t signific~t bi tiS of the Zl1.ul tiplier a::."e applied to the 

multiplier decode to~ether with the ~si~o bit 01 the p~eviouc pai~ of 

multiplier bit§ (i Oe 09 bit 32 of RS)o ~~m the deccde u oignel i~ 

p~uced which gates a function of the multiplicand in nD to the ~drler RAg 

(i.e op Zero, -:- multiplicand ll + 2 x multiplicand). - -

~ruLTIPLIER DECaDE 

RlS30 RS31 REi3Z Multiple of PJ) add~ 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 -:-1 
0 1 0 +1 
0 1 1 +2 
1 0 0 -2 
1 0 1 -1 
1 1 0 -1 
1 1 1 0 

T~e p~tial product in RB is added to thio function to prc~uce the cumUlative 

pa~tial product in RE., ~ne process continues ~~til all gignific~~t bite of the 

multiplier have been applied to the decode~ or until the multiplic~"ld ~co~es 

zero~ at which time the multiplication is ccmplete and as nov; contains the true 

product.. If multiply is termina.ted for multiplicand (RD) :: 0" BOD. 13 is set to 

a 1. If overflow occurs BOD5 is set ~~d BFADLT may be produced (see above). 

DIVIDE &.md REVERSE DIVIDE (/) (9) 

A dum:my instruction which is accepted Md then ignoTed Q 
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The Loc31 store 

10" il PLESSEY sTeRE 

10" 101 I!iTE!~FACE S!Gl'IALs FDR EACH STACK:

:n ... 'PUT SIGNALS 

LINES VALID 

iNITIATE 

The inner and outer of this cable must be shorted together t~ 

indicate to the memory that the control lines etc" have ~eached 

sonsible logic levels p and that store cycles ~~y beGin when 

initiated .. 

Resets the store con-;;rol circui ts' '\7he~ ta!cen t\o a 'I i 9 Q 

sta:/:"ts a store cycle ( according to the state of the othe" cOl1t!ol 

11nes),wnen taken to a 'Iv" This tiw0 is defined as TO. 

READ INTO REGISTER (R:mG) ) These two lines indicate 'fihether a re::1d v \7r:1.top oJ" l"ead 

LOAD HEGIs'I'ER (LDRG) ) and mark cycle is to be performed ... 

i.-u\'SK BITS (8 IN ALL, " PER 

ADDRESS 

DATA 

12 bits of address s!Jecify which 64 bit loca~iora of <' .. K t-;tJch locutions 

is to be accessed o The stack itself is organised as locations 

each tt'I'O 'WOrds 'Wide, and the leas'i:: significant addre,aR bit specifies 

'\1hich ~;ord (of' the t\10 accessed in each cycle) is aetuslly 'lanted .. 

64 data and 8 pa,..1 ty bits constitute 72 iu!'ut lines to each stucko 

No parity checking is pei"'f'ol'med e1 the,.. in the s'to,..e 01- in the local 

store 1nte,.face: no distinction is made between data and j?::l.l"'ity bits .. 

The sto,..e is thus 2K words of 1 "r} bits inte,.nally" 

READ ODD DATA REGISTER (ROD) During each access tvo words are actually read from the 

stack as explained aoove" If an even addressed location is i"'ead Q end 

this sif?,'1W.l (REAl) ODD) is 'made a t 1', after the even address hilS been 

output from the store, the contents of the other half of that 

location in the store, ( ioeo the next 64 bit address) is 

automatically placed on the output lines of the sto~eQ 



OUTIAJT SIGNAl.S 

BUSY 

10/1/2 

This signal is a q. from 40ns after TO ONITXA'l'E) until the end 

of the '\1'/"1'1:0 phase of that cycle .. When RUSY oecc:-:les a 'ot the 110;d 

cycle may be initiated .. 'There is an inte'l"lecEc '\'Jithin the sto1'e 

such that if I!UTIATE :1s held s.t q t continuously the ste.,.e will 

cycle at its maximum rate as dete'l"mined by the BUSY s:f.g'llul" 

r---'~ 

O~DER CAN Clt[NGE (OCe) ~n1s a~prox 40ns pulse indicates that the in~uts to the store , 
have been noted, and may be changed .. 

Dll.TA AVAILfillLE (DA) This 40-80ns pulse can be ad,iusted t~ occur bet'ueen TO am) 

. To +- 130ns dUring a read ope-ration .. 

READ TIMING (RTIM) 

WRITE TIMING 

DATA OUTPUT 

This 4o-80ns pulse can be ad.1usted to occur betweel'l TO and 

TO +- 150ns during a read operationo 

This signal is no~ used. 

ODD DATA AVAILABLE (ODA) TO' is defined as setting time of even d~t8 on the store 

output buffer, or time at which READ ODD becomes ~ ~I~ -

whichever is later. The ODD DATA AVA!LABLE pulse (40-80ns) 

can ba adjusted to OCCUr between TO' -I- 20:o.s and TOW <}- 40uso 

Pata inputs mUst be present for ~ 35nsG 

OoC.C. OCCurs ZOns after TO and is a 40-8011S pulseo 

Access time is nominally lS0ns .. 

Cycle time is nominally 250ns (300ns on t'ead and ma'!'!e) " 



10/1/3 

PEr\.Fo:u,r SELF 'l'ES'r (PEi'!') This sign.nlmust.not bo takon to '11 9 ;-rhila.tho storo J.G btl;:;y ... 

i'iho:'1 to.kon to a ~ 1? solf to;>1; ia ,p0;i:for;;lod ".ccordine; to tho 

OU'I'PUT S :;:mrALS 

F r.UL'l' 

signals balow! 

o ::: CLElm/I'm. :cm 1 ::: REllD/nI:STorm 

VIGRS'l' P A'l"fEPjr Pi i).") . ,('., P3 
'I'IORS'l' .P!~Tr'.l};nI\r :Pl P2 P3 
bU, LOYi U~s) Pl P'-' .r., P3 
f,LL HIGH (aVE;) p" . .L P'" ...... P3 
!,DDRES.s PAT'l'BHN Pi P2 P3 

i\iP.RG1 .- 1 ON f,IAHGINS n1/1RGl ::: 0 ON f:tJU1GINS 

l1i\'RGZ ::: 1 giv~s lnnrgins accordillE; to v. storoQ 

1.IARG2 ::: 0 givGS inver;::;e of V,, S toro" 

01"1 solf tost. When this signal is taken to ~J.v v tho contonts 

of tho adell'ess rogisto1.' 0.1'0 pIacGel on the data OtltpUt 1ino:.: (bib; 

52-63) \'/i thin :250:rl.;;> Q 

'word:::) is held or allowed to count a::~ below! 

held at 0 1"1 1"2 

hold at 1 1"1 1"2 

countin~ Pi F2 

If this bit is a 10 1 self test is performod ':.:ontirmm.t;;;lYq Ii 

it is a ~11 the storo will stop nftor one cycle of ~!']J. tho o.ddro:J::i 

bits. 

This is ta;wn to ~ 1 ~ to indicate that a :i:ault hns occurJ:'od >,!tilo on 

self test. T.t 1.$ forced to ~O~ when solf test (?ST) is tUl;:011 to a ~O 1 0 

:;!'AILIi.;C /i:D:U:~SS is output on data bits 52-63 from the store 'when TAD :::! :t. 

26/1/?2 
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Rurd ~ WINd ~ SlNGIN='i # RODIN::O o 72 bits are trail1sferl~ed 1:1'"0l'l th'3 addressed 

location to the output buffe"" If EVENIN= 1 ~ the t10st significant fou?, bytes :l:7°0m 

the input buffel' n,.e \n-itten to the moso half of the add .... essed location" '1"he least 

significant half is unchangedo. 'I'he conve1'"Se applies if EVENIi~ ::: 0., 

P.IN::::1 ~ WINd 9 SINGINd, ROD1Nd" 'J2 bits are transferred from the even location 

addressed to the output buffer" The 72 bits f?'om the associated odd loes'don al"e 

nm~t transferred., I~ EVENXN'd the most signiij.cant fou",- bytes from the input . -

buffer are w,-itten to the mos .. half of the arldTessed even locationoThe least 

significant half is unchanged., The COlWe?'se appl:J.es if EVBHIN :;:: 0 0 

b) VSTAK::: 1 Accesses to VSTORE 

RIN :::: 111 WIN :::: 0 0 The store itself is not :accessed .. A register \7:ltl1i~1 the Local 

8"(;0)"e Interface is selected by address bi-ts ~O, i 1, and 12 fy-o@ SAC., Its cnntents 

aloe gated to the approp,-:l.,a.te output buffe'!'", depending on the state of En,l" 

nlN :::: OJ) WIN:::: 1 Q The store itself is not accessed 0 AddrGss hi ts ~ O. 'i 1 ~ and 'i ~J 

from SAC select a registe1' \',ithin the Local Store Iute:r-f';"ce? to ">7hich the contents 

of the input buffer are loaded (Ce1'"tain of the lines in VSTORE h;av€l !'e:::d'~only or 

m'ite-only access)., On completion of the 'request an SVFREE pulse is se;?'!.: to SAC" 

In order to perform SELF TEST under p:t"ocessol" cont.,.ol~ certain l:b::.es in 

VSTORE must be set up to specify the type of test to be carried Quip and on which 

stack they will operateo VSTORE lines are defined in the MUS Basic i?rog'1'amming 

Manual 0 

10.,2 0 4 Mode of Operation 

a) When initiating a store reque~t SAC provides data bits (DXSAC 00-71) and 

add;'ess bits (AISAC 00-15) in addition to the control waveforms listed belov/:-

This signal initiates a l'equest acco.,.dil1g to the state of the other 

~elevant wavefor~~o In order to ,.educe transition effects this sig~al is sent as 

a chango of level f.,.om '0' to 'i' or '1' to '0'0 



EXN~i indicates a request originating from E~changeo Data from a ~ead is sent to 

Exchange with a signal SO. EIN=O indicates a SAC request, and data f~om a rend 

ope~ation is sent to SAC with a signal DASAC (which is ~ent as a change of level p 

as is INLSIF) .. 

RINp WIN, SINGXN, EVEr-UN, RODIN p VSTAK. The interpretation of these ~ignals is 

described in detail in section 3 .. If SINGIN=l at initiate time of a ,/Tite operati,o 

a ',-ead and ma,.k' operation is forced: data from the sto~e is, :read (but not sent 

to Exchange Or SAC), the ap~op:riate pa~t of the word is m·itten to (as ~equ1~ed 

by the request) p the 'tOest of the wo,.d, being v"',i tten back unchanged" 

ENSTAKOp.! These two bits are decoded to acceSR one of ste.clcs 0-3 if VSTAI{=O .. 

b) Assuming a read and read odd function has been specified, nfte~ the above'; 

wavafo~ms have been decoded and static1sed within the Locel 8'1:o.,.e Intel~face, the l 

al>~OPriate stack is_.initiated o The add,.ess "is placed on th.o store address line 

(modified if necessarY by the FAIL SOFT !ilODE bits in the VS'10~E)" When the steel, t 

acknowledges receipt' of initiate for a read cycle anot.he~ sienal is sent to the (-

stack to specify that the associated odd location is to be read in aqdition to thE 
, \ 

even location already addressed .. Some short time later gelata available? f~om the 

even location will be rece1ved,_.and data is st~obed ,into the app,.orn-·iate output 

buffer .. Ap~oximatelY·40ns late'/" 'data available' f.,.oU\ the odd location...is 

received, and the appropriate output buffer is again st:r.obed o A DASAC 0.,..80 

r 

signal is sent on both occasions. On completion,of the re~uest the &p~"op~iate 

stack free signal is sent to SAC (SOFREE to S3FREE),,' The cycle time for each stacr 

is about 250ns .. Therefore, requests can be interleaved betweon the fou"I" stacks 

approximately every 65n8, and four separate timing loops are p"I"ovided, one for· 

each stack. As each DASAC is sent~ two signalEt avoe supplied to SAC to indicate 

which of the four stacks is responding p (F~Op HALl)o 

c) , The Local store Interface receives requests f"l"om Exchange via the pulse SI 

(supplied inverted by ~tchange)o Apar.t f"l"om the UNIT and TAG bits, and 

incoming data, the control and add~ess bits are pasned onto SAC p ?ith a pulse 

IliEXSAC4 SAC then arranges a timeslot for the request, which is then ca"ried out I 

as desCribed previously (EIN=1 fOr ~~change requests)o Should Exchange access 

the area of store defined by All =1; the reCiuest is not passed onto SAC but is 

executed enti}"oly within the Local Sto~e Inter-face .. A -m-ite operation hus no 

effect except to signal SBFREE to Exchangeo During a read operation the 

Exchange output buffer is forced to zero (with l's in parity bits) and SO is 

signalled to Exchangoe 

26 1 
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d) Vs'i'OitE requestso VSTAKd <> Addresz bits 90 p 'l 1 ~ 12, select a line \"lithin , . 

the VSTORE o Read accesses tal1:0 ap3)l'o;;;:ir"ately SOOns (includ:h1:?; the • tr::u2sfe!' 

overlapped with ~ succeediut; requests" i"e" nothing furthe1~ may '00 initiated 

until SVFmill has been sent to SAC" '1'h1s. is because the FAlx.. SO:F'l' I::ODE is contained 

'i.Tlthin the VSTOnE~ end any attempt to alter the mode 'i,7h:He accessing the st01'0 

may have disastro~s resultsQ 
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